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intshprstation of the problem
In the discussion or any problem there is a necessity ror exact
derinitions. words are oiten inexaCt vehicles or comraunication. ^ certain
word may appear uo one person as being speciric, derinice, and perfectly
clear in its meaning; oO another person the some word may be general, vague,
and inclusive. This characteristic or having varied meanings is not con-
fined oo technical and unusual words, xhe most fre iuantly used words and
everyday phrases vary in oheir meanings irom one person to another, ^ind
when no definition is given the meaning or a particular word is determined
by uhe hearer as well aS by uhe speaker, xhe speaker says one thing ana
the hearer hears something viUite aiirerent. rrecise comniunication there-
fore Calls lor a comraon unaerstanding or words, under such circumstances
the speaker or writer must assume the responsibility or stating what he
means by his words. ^ common understanding will thus be assured.
•xhat this comcion understanding may be established 1 wish to
explain my probxem and to define the terms with which it is stated.
vitalizing means tO make vivid, real and alive, if this is
done material will become attractive, interesting and desirable, in this
connection vitalizing implies the work with all phases or civic material.
i.he method with which this is presented must be vitalized too. xhe most
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presentation and unless me material to Tae taugftt is alive, gripping
«nd worthwnile even the enthusiastic manner Cannot obtain the best results.
xhis is especiaixy true when one is working with elementary school pupils.
Children or this age have not outgrown the enjoyment or stories
i:
ji
but they do demand that these stories be alive and interesting. j.o these
1
j
ii children the teacher Cannot give a book and tell them to learn the material
jl
' on certain pages and learn a list or dates round on a page so that they
' may be given back in w. test, ihese children need to be taught to appre-
I
i
ciate the history material so that in later school years they will study
t
it ror its own saice. xhe teacher can build up a love lor the history or
(
create an aversion lor it that the child will never rorget. iiy using
i i
M history aS the exorapie 1 do not mean to inrer that that the vitalizing
i
;
should only take place there or that civic values come rrom history alone.
1 do think, however, that until recently history has been a recital or
one event arter another with little thought ror the method or presentation
I'




xhere is a dearth or written materials which are clear, direct
i and concrete, xhe written accounts or democracy, oi' civil liberties, or
individual worth and or modern problems are commonly too abstract and
I
remote to be convincing tO this age or pupil. xSachers need and are eager
ror simple, vital, dramatic materials to convey to pupils the meaning or
democracy, its relation to the world about them, and the i^ualities or
behavior which are characteristic or the democratic man. xhese some
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3teachers know thai, che children resent anything uhau saVors or preaching
or the story with ohe too obvious moral. But they are not slow to see
the lesson whicn a good story teaches and they are ardent hero worshippers.
However, a CasUai rehearsal or the brave deeds done by heroes or long ago
will not accomplish this inspiring or the pupils lor which i ojti speaking.
A study 01 the conditions in society that made necessary these deeds will
make the study more vital and prori table, wor must this study or the
contributions or individuals to our national success be conrined to the
Past years. Heroes or science, invention, medicine, and good living are
present today and are making just as determined errorts as did the men
or the Past oO nn^ke the world a better place in which to live, xo these
latter errorts pupils may reel that they will add their bit as they grow
older, xhus the instruction has been vitalized so that citizenship to
them becomes a living process which will go on aS long aS coming genera-
tions hold tO its principles, 'oo on these ideas or vital subject itatter
and civic cooperation uhe material must be planned. j.he alert teacher,
not rinding what she needs in books and magazines, adapts what she does
rind by rewriting it with her own pupils in mind, ohe knows she must
prepare them to be the citizens or tomorrow who will love their country,
be proud or its past glories and be ready to work ror its future success.
Uivic instruction rormeriy meant teaching the workings or the
governments, local, state and national, xhe pupil studied the uonstitu-
tion, knew the irh^eamble, the three ways a bill may become a law and the
liUalirications for a senator or a representative, atill he might not be
I
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come good cioizen, one who would v;ork ror the happiness or his rellowmen
and the continu^Jice or our aemocracic lorm or government. Me might be such
an individualist that matters that did not airectly touch him seemed to be
none or his concern, so it become evident that civic instruction must
mean more than a body or inrormation, lacts, dates and deeds.
The schools or iimerica must consider the important objectives or
active not passive citizenship, our concern is with the best way to make
pupils aWare or the geals or citizenship in a deiTiOcratic society and or
the best Ways or utilizing the I'acilities at hand ror achieving these goals,
we have not yet begun to realize the possibilities w'-^ieh cooperative activ-
ity Can accomplish because or the ireedom allowed us by our iinierican tradi-
tion. >ve Cannot regard citizenship as the mastery or a set or rules or
mechanics or government; but rather to us it is a living, growing process
that is seeking new means or making lire richer, better and more userul
ror every member oi the loUiily. xhe development or such an ideal or citi-
zenship depends not only on the intelligence or youth but upon the imagina-
tion and enthusiasm or his purpose. It seeks to solve the old problem in
new and better ways and it must teach children that the luture aemands
courage, intelligence and unseirishness or them as they make contributions
to the liie or the country.
The teaching or citizenship in a society that always stayed the
Some would be a comparatively simple mater, it would resolve itseir into
learning a set or rules and applying them when a prescribed, previously
studied situation arose. Mut citizenship in a society that is as complex
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abniir.ieo ©tiii- i ©dj JcdJ fiCtXxido tioj^oj Jet/it Ji r o •.'.,>•« -.t'c- : bac »tci
©Tpoj' jo'dit jaoo 'c©dJ sn Mief'j lo neerfx-ldiixoiru bi'u eo.aey<iXi©jax , 6^£.ti/oo
.v.tjjGwco 9dj MO oil;, ©q < eJ
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xsiqjECc zt, ax jiidJ MJoiooa zi qxdanesij X:-; jua .9;,0'r« xrex joOj l:i . Ssioi; /a
ours, thau is so aependent upon events chat happen lar irom our shores
and that is continually changing is lar rrom simple, it demands training
the hands, the head ^nd the heart so that each may perl’orm its distinct-
tive task when a problem needs to be settled, ror the problems or citi-
zenship may be unwisely handled ir one or these parts is lert untrained.
jxs has been mentioned berore, history is not the only subject
which should be inciuaed in the broad termor civic instruction. Geography
ai'ter all is a study or the physical causes which are one set or reasons
why people aCt in the Way they have along commercial, international and
social lines, citizenship spreads beyond one’s state or one’s country,
xhere is a world citizenship tO which idea geography makes a distinct con-
tribution. 1 like the expression human geography; it seems to express the
idea 1 believe is important. It has been said that the world is a large
and rich enough place lor all the present people to live in comi'orcably
ii exploitation and greea could be curbed, could not this be a thought ror
pupils to contemplate?
Literature and music make special appeal to boys and girls aS
well aS to men oiid women ror their leisure time enjoyment, xhey make lor
contentment and happiness, it is only when people have no means or keeping
themselves occupied when work is none that they become unhappy and ready
listeners to un-iimerican suggestions. Libraries are in aLmost every com-
munity and they lurnish the books but unless children are trained tO use
and enjoy books the libraries might aS well be miles aWay. reading Can
give pleasure tO one’s seir and to others; it can lurnish an entirely new
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Ioutlook on lire; and it can keep our people out oi mischier. (Jur country
ftaS a large sttare or the world's writers, boch past and present, uur pupils
Can look with pride at our record in this line, uur writers have told
stories or lire and people here aS well as those rrom other countries.
r/iUch or this Con be airectiy utilized in civic instruction but it is the
will and desire lor books that is necessary ir people are to choose litera-
ture lor enjoyment when they are lel't tO make aecisions lor themselves,
xhe school has a great opportunity to create a taste lor the rood in litera-
ture so that the trashy and especially the evil will not seem attractive.
ibusic also appeals tO the inner person and here again the geod
citizen Can rind enjoyment, "/jadom r^erstin xhorberg, the great Swedish
contralto or the Metropolitan Opera uompany, upon her arrival in Boston
ror a series or isiew r.ngland concerts, waS liUOted by the papers aS saying
that only in song and music may the ragged nerves or the war-torn world
rind a little reiier irom the cruelties now menacing civilization." She
further stated that there must be a iree woria ii the culture or civiliza-
tion is to grow, Music re4_uires that artists be iree so that rine music
Can teach the lessons or freedom and happiness.
rree concerts are available in many localities, xhe radio offers
much good music in with the jaZZ. recording companies have recently sold
symphony and opera records at oiiiazingly low prices. Music appreciation
societies provide study and explanatory material. Like unused libraries
this cultural pleasure win go tO WaSte lor a large number or people un-
less the schools include some oi the values in their civic instruction.
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we have a cuiourax herii/age aS well aS a political one ana we iriuso be
aw^re or it in oraer tO appreciate it. xhis musical heritage includes
masterpieces or artists or ocher lands lor which our pupils should be
grateful.
C30 one might speak or art and its contribution tO the culture
and happiness or our people, ^rt museums have large numbers or visitors
in the course or a year bUt in many communities there are still people
who have never visited the museums in their vicinity and so have lailed
CO receive the inspiration rrom that part or our heritage. ±o cultivate
the enjoyment or the great and good in art is one way the schools can
train pupils lor all-round development. xx desire ror the best and an
appreciation or it are tiUalities that upiiit and make better men and women
regardless or the source or the inspiration.
activities oi school lire, whether on the playground or in che
daily lesson planning, oner opportunities ror group relationships which
will train lor working with other people in later lire, it is an easy
matter lor a child tO be happy and contented ii everything goes his Way,
when he only haS himseir to consider, aux life situations or chat kind
are very rare, oreative citizenship must make the child increasingly
sensitive tO the rights and privileges or others and train him to see him-
seir and his actions as parts or a complete whole, oelr discipline and
sell' direction are outcomes or activities Carried through to a succession
conclusion, itach person concerned must develop honor, responsibility,
trustworthiness, unseii ishness
,
gratitude and other traits which go to
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make up « really line person, auch an activity program will not rerrain
entirely rrom the use or some competition in situations which rivalry is
appropriate; "but it will be chieriy concerned with activities in which
hoys and girls learn tO work together lor the corrjmon good, without expec-
tation 01 individual reeognioion or reward, other than the satisiaction or
doing something that is socially userui.
v»ith ueiiiocracy threatened on all sides, it is more necessary now
than ever herore tO show the youth or ronerica wherein their strength lies,
how tO use that Strength with clear-sighted wisdom and purpose and how to
protect their vaiUahie inherited rights.
with this aerinition or terms and explanation or the problem in
mind, let us look at the situation aS a whole, ourfice now to say that
our country needs intelligent citizens ir our Way or lire, our aeniocracy
is to be preserved, ir these ruture citizens are to be intelligent in this
respect the scope or the knowledge must be recognized and the methods or
presentation definitely planned ror, both in the actual instruction given
and in the opportunities oriered I’or real participation. as has been
said before, one never learns irom words alone; experience must accompany
the presentation, ^^nd even knowledge and participation are not enough; an
attitude, a State or mind must be aCiiUired. xhis state or mind must be an
enthusiastic leeling that our united otates is worthy to be lived ror as
well aS died lor, when occasion had demanded. Patriotism must mean to a
child something besides war, conviUest and bitter leelings. it must mean
chat a country Can ce built up intellectually, morally and spiritually in
I
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pe«ce so dS oo r&ir exceed ^ny power which it migho become through war. une
need nou decry War <jiS never necessary and so claim something ohat probably
will noo come about, in our uime. but by erriphasizing our glorious heritage,
the sacririces that went into the making or ^merica, the numerous challen-
ges that Still present themselves to aii citizens or our country we Can
build up in our pupils an .^ttituae or pride, courage, laith and energetic
resourcerulness that is needed now in the world and will be needed in the
years tO come.
•uivic instruction does pertain to citizenship but children are
citizens and should be taught that, it pertains to behaviors and attitudes
muite aS much as to voting, children have responsibilities and duties
which they Can perrorm beiore they are legal citizens, nonesty, truthlul-
ness, courage, and religious laith are i^Ualities that good citizens today
need in order to make the world, and especially ^mierica, a better place in
which to live.
oo vitalized civic instruction, taUght by an enthusiastic and
competent teacher, will aim rirst at good personal habits and attituaes
because our country is made up oi individuals, good and bad, and the linal
result will be determined by the predominance or the good or the bad.
xhrougn these personal attitudes the teacner will lead the thoughts and
actions or the pupils into the ideas or a citizenship or the world outside
the home and school, citizenship implies a social situation where people
meet tO plan and work lor the greatest good or a large number, children
must be ready lor this situation when the time comes ror them to take up
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knowledge and experiences are one or the ways by which they may be pre-
pared to be our citizens or tomorrow.
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jj/ducci&ion is saia to be the largest public enterprise in the
United otaoes and the country’s most important business. More money is
invested in the physical plants or education than in any other public
undertaking.
’I’his large enterprise, lounded and conducted
aS the best means oi promoting the well-being and
happiness or the people, is established on the
theory that a aemocratic rorm or government depends
ror its value and errectiveness upon a citizenship
educated suiriciently to understand and airect in-
telligently, erricientiy, and with justice all its
aiTairs, private ana personal, public and civic.
Ihe greater the poiitCai rreedom or a nation, the
greater is the necessity ror the proper education
or its people.
"
•1‘his last sentence seems to express the feelings of the citizens
!
of the United otates since tne earliest times. Sometimes the fires of
i their enthusiasm burned brighter than at Others but this reaching out for
definite civic knowledge and instruction is apparent at all times. When
the fervor ran the highest the affairs of the country were conducted in
the most upright and honest way. When the influential leaders lost sight
i
of the goal, then men were selected who thought of selfish and private
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interests rather than those for the best good of the people of the country
as a whole. History shows that in some way a leader always appeared
who called the people back to the struggle for civic uprightness and he
always stressed at such tiiiies the necessity for education if the success
of the country was to be assured.
For this consideration it seemed best to divide the history of
civic instruction into four periods, realizing that overlapping is sure
to occur. Years or actual dates cannot be employed in this division but
events seem to establish natural bounds.
The ideas, definite knowledge, working rules, and even the hopes
of the American society today have come out of our historical development.
They make up our American heritage which it is our job to preserve. We
have borrowed from other people and also have created some of our institu-
tions and beliefs to be directly opposite to some practices we have aimed
to avoid. Our civilization has been enriched by the vast background of
the culture of antiquity, the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. Now these
cultures, beliefs and knowledges are our own, woven into our heritage.
The American colonies, which were for the most part English, were
established during the seventeenth century. The reign of Queen Elizabeth
was rather remarkable for exploration and during this period attempts
were made to settle in America. But it was during the reign of James I
and the Stuarts Vi?ho iiiimediately followed that most of the colonies were
settled. These Stuarts left a record of autocracy and tyranny and the
colonists who left England to come here had the remembrance of the hard
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ships thus caused firmly fixed in their minds. They had not been allowed
to question any of the many ri^ts of the Kings. The theory of "divine
right" was aliTiOst a reality in the lives of English people at that time.
So out of these hard times canie certain ideas of civil liberty, and al-
though these were vague and hardly more than the whisperings of unhappy
and oppressed souls, they were brought to the New ?/orld. Is it any wonder
that civil rights were guarded so carefully and zealously?
Colonial life, built upon the cultiice of lurope, was not demo-
cratic. Class distinctions were conspicuous. A voyage of a few weeks
across the ocean could not alter the practice to which the colonists had
been accustomed in their old homes. It had been important for the govern-
ing authority to keep the poor in ignorance of civic affairs. Learning
arriong the masses v/ould threaten the established order and lead to ques-
tionings and perhaps to open rebellion. So the hopes and desires of the
colonies had to work through years of accuiuulated customs and practices
before civic ri^ts were equal for even a part of the people.
In all the colonies the privilege of voting was fixed according
to the old English belief that ownership of real estate was the correct
qualification for voting. So a man’s property and not his character,
nationality, or education entitled him to vote. Other laws passed by the :
colonial assemblies further defined the duties and privileges of citizens.
The duties imposed by these law-making bodies generally required atten-
dance at church services of the tOTm or parish. The Puritan colonies also
i
made it a civic duty to be present at town meetings and to accept the
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offices to v;hich the citizen might he elected. As a result of these re-
strictions, it is estimated that only about one man in every four or five
was able to vote. Massachusetts restricted the ballot to those having
church membership. In New York the law excluded Jews and Catholics from
voting, though this seems not to have been strictly enforced. In South
Carolina only Protestants could vote and Virginia excluded negroes and
Catholics from voting.
These last facts show that the colonies were founded in an era
of great religious intolerance. In spite of the fact that some of the
colonists came to America to escape religious persecution and intolerance
they founded colonies where they permitted very little happiness and
religious freedom to those outside their own denomination. This was
another barrier over which ideas of democracy and civil liberty had to
hurdle before the equality of men was even started.
Democracy was scorned politically and it was disliked by the
early colonists, both in the North and in the South. Men who were not
important in England became so in America because of the opportunity
for success with little or no capital. When they gained social and
political recognition hers they guarded it carefully and were not ready
to admit others to it. The Mayflower Compact and other New England
church and town documents may have stressed democratic ideas but they were
not generally accepted by either New England leaders or those in other
colonies. Each colony became as aristocracy, based upon wealth and
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rights. The right of "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness" had
not yet been recognized and the rights of men as men were unknown. Teach-
ing the ideas of democracy was very hard to accomplish in the colonial
days.
The actual teaching of democracy or civic responsibility was
probably not thought of in the colonial schools, at least no record has
been left that any was done. The schools were meagre, poorly eq[Uipped
and poorly taught. Reading, writing, spelling and simple facts of com-
putation were thought to be necessary for success here in the New Norld.
All the education was aimed at the adult life of the child; none of it
was planned for him to live a fuller life as a child. Children were
"seen and not heard” in those days; questioning was not allowed; and the
parents so dominated the lives and even the thoughts of the children
that any ideas of civic privileges, of voting or of government were passed
down to the children as pre-determined rules, not to be questioned but to
be adopted. That these children should be taught to understand and to
appreciate civic duties and privileges would have been considered "soft"
teaching in those days of stern discipline. But the ideas of greater
equality of privileges and opportunities were running as an undercurrent
through all the thinking of the colonial days and when it did break out
it was a fully-grown, well-forumulated plan. This unrest developed al-
most simultaneously with the quarrel with England. One effect of the
Revolution was to correct some of these inequalities. The colonists
finally challenged the authority of the King and Parliairisnt any longer
to take away their "natural rights.”

Revolutionary Years and Those Irrjmediately After
Before the Revolution the colonists had depended upon England
for their laws, hooks, teachers and leaders in government. After the
struggle the people were thrown upon their own resources and were forced
to depend on the new nation for leadership and ideals. Democracy received
an urge that had been impossible in the colonial days. Inequalities of
high birth and social position either decreased greatly or disappeared
entirely. Self government was to be given a trial and it becanxe very
apparent to the thinking leaders that the people must be educated for
their new responsibilities. There was a new demand for schools and they
were considered a necessity in the new concern for public welfare. The
independence of America had been brought about by a revolution in many
lines of thought, iimerica had croken with the past in many respects and
had formed a government on the new base - social equality as different
from the rights of class.
The founders of the Airierican Republic looked beyond private
interests and the enrichment of individuals. They had staked their lives
and their fortunes on independence and the successful launching of a
Republic. Having risked everything in this enterprise, the ablest leaders
made a study of public affairs and the methods which seemed best suited
to keep the freedom and the independent society which they and their
countrymen had won.
Some of the indignities which they had suffered from England they
were determined should never have a place in the new government. The one
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which they seemed more than all other to have hated was that of having no
voice in making the laws under which they were to live. The old "taxation
without representation" remained tyrany to them in their new independent
undertaking just as much as 7/hen King George had forced it upon them.
The ideas of donocracy after the Revolution reflect this thought more per-
haps than they do any other single one. 3o the early ideas of education
for the support of the new Republic reflected it too.
Having committed themselves to a government by the vote and con-
sent of its citizens, many founders of the Republic turned to education
as a guarantee that a goverruTient of this type should endure. They did
not plan a narrow political education, although civic knowledge was their
first aim; they aimed at an education in the arts and letters and in
science, feeling that a contented, happy people with many lines of interest
is a safeguard against unrest and perhaps open rebellion. They felt that
education in many lines is a sure foundation for citizenship and civic
responsibility. The 'idea of establishing a national institution of learn-
ing with these ideas in mind was taken up with Ganeral vVashington in 1775,
while Revolutionary soldiers were quartered on the caiupus of Harvard Col-
lege. Washington then and there approved the idea.—
These early advocates of educational institutions included all
the arts and sciences in their planned curricula because these would tend
to build up an enlightened body of citizens. They recognized that govern-
ment rests upon wisdom, knowledge and hopes of better things beyond those
The Unique iXinction of Education in american Democracy-Educational
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of iimiieriate service. These planners strove to overthrow denominational
control of the schools and to emphasize a deep sense of personal civic
responsibility. They believed that knowledge and a moral sense were need-
ed to build up and maintain democratic processes and to iTiake them con-
structive, rather than destructive.
In providing for religious freedom the Federal Constitution
helped to lay the foundation for nonsectarian, free, publicly supported
and publicly controlled democratic schools. ’’The nev; aim was education
for all, to the end that liberty and political equality .might be preserv-
ed.” New Hampshire in its constitution in 1734 and again in 179£
said that ’’knowledge and learning generally diffused through a corrmiunity
are essential to the preservation of a free government.” The constitu-
tion of Massachusetts, (1780)
,
expressed similar ideas. ”^fisdom and
knowledge, as well as virtue, diffused generally arriong the body of the
people, are necessary for the preservation of their rights and liberties."
Washington’s idea was that men must be taught to know and to
value their rights and ”to discern and provide against invasion of them.”
Jefferson declared (Preamble to his public school bill in Virginia) that
the most effective way of preventing power from becoming tyr was
through the education of the people as a v^hole. He believed that people
will be happiest "whose laws are best and best administered.” He further
said that these laws would be "wisely formed and honestly administered in
proportion as those who form and administer them are wise and honest.”
He believed that public welfare depended upon the education of the people
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without regard to "wealth, birth or other accidental condition or circum-
1/
stance. " “
General Francis "arion, in stressing the need for popular educa-
tion in South Carolina said:
"Keep a nation in ignorance rather than vote
a little iiiOney for educationi ,7hat signifies this
government if it be not knovm and prized as it de-
serves? This is best done by free schools. Men
will always fight for their government according to
their sense of its value. To value it aright they
must understand it. This they cannot do without
education.
"
John Jay, first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
States, declared "knowledge to be the soul of a Republic." James Madison
believed that "popular government without popular information or the
means of acquiring it” is the first step toward "a farce or a tragedy, or
perhaps both." A people who intend to be "their own governors must arm
2/
themselves with the power which knowledge gives."
John Adams declared that the instruction of the people for the
proper practice of their duties as "men, citizens, and Christians, and of
their political and civil duties as members of society and as freemen" was
a public responsibility which should extend to all.
Tom Paine in his "Rights of Fan" said that in a properly gpverned
nation it should not be necessary for anyone to go uninstructed. Over in
England, Adam Smith, in his "Wealth of Nations" which appeared in 1776,
2^/Op. cit. p. 141
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stated that it was to the interest of the government that the people be
taught so as to make them useful to society and also to rriake them "less
apt to be misled into any wanton or unnecessary opposition to the meas-
ures of governiiient . " He believed that an intelligent people are always
1 /
more decent and orderly than those who are ignorant or untaught.
Benjamin Rush, a colleague of Franklin, insisted that the youth
of .-.merica have chances to study those things which will "increase the
conveniences of life, lessen human misery, improve our country, exalt
human understanding and establish domestic and political happiness." To
some prominent men of the time equality of educational opportunity was a
2/
reasonable demand of democracy. “
From these statements of several different leaders who represent
separate communities one clearly sees that the idea was evolving that
schools were necessary for the success of a democracy. If the experiment
of such a form of government was to endure then the people must be wise
in the selection of leaders, courageous in the making of the neeessary
operating laws and willing to abide by the laws after they were made.
Education and experience are the world’s greatest teachers. In the case of
the early Republic experience was lacking and so the people naturally
turned to education as the only other agency capable of filling their needs
7/ith this new theory of education in mind one is not surprised at
the provisions stated in the famous Ordinance of 1787 for the government
of the HorthY/est Territory. This was the first definite widening of the
original colonial boundaries where official sanction and rules for govern-
bp. cit. f. 142
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ment wers necessary. ’’Religion, morality and knowledge being necessary
to good government and the happiness of manlcind, schools and means of
education shall be forever encouraged.” Such was the statement of the
belief of the leaders and it shows very clearly the long journey ideas
of ”education for democracy”, the slogan of the present day, had traveled
since the days of the English-controlled colonies with their dame schools
or the church dominated schools.
In the convention that framed the Constitution, Madison proposed
that Congress be empowered to establish a university and Charles Pinckney
urged even more - to establish seminaries for the promotion of litera-
ture and the arts and sciences.” Gouverneur Iv5orris said that this pro-
vision was not necessary as the government had that power and so the
measure was lost. No express provisions were made in the Constitution
for education, but the men who framed it certainly believed that education
was indeed a national responsibility and that means to promote it were
implied in the doc^oment. Even Jefferson, speaking later as a strict con-
structionist, stated that Congress could provide for education by the ap-
propriation of public lands. So education as a need of the democratic
form of government was an early consideration in both State and National
constitutions.
Washington considered the provision for education a definite
responsibility of the Federal Government. In his first annual address to
Congress he said:
”Fhers is nothing which can better deserve
your patronage than the promotion of science and
literature. Knowledge is in every country the
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surest basis of public happiness. In one in Tjhich
the measures of goveriurient receive their impressions
so iiTimediately from the community as in ours it is
doubly essential.”
Farther along in the same speech he declared, "Liberal knowledge is neces-
sary to qualify our citizens for the exegencies of public as well as pri-
vate life."
So firialy convinced was Washington that a democratic form of
government depended on an enlightened body of citizens that in his will he
left a part of his estate for the endowirient of a university in the District
of Columbia. This provision has never been acted upon by Congress.
To Jefferson "the schoolhouse is the fountain-head of happiness,
prosperity and good government." In his writings he expressed his ideas
as to the purposes of education to be such that a citizen would be able
"to understand his duties to his neighbors and country, and to discharge
with competence the functions confided to him by either."
In spite of the well formulated beliefs of the leaders of the
necessity of education for democratic peace, happiness and success many
years passed before their theory of education was fully applied in any
state. A real "educational consciousness" (Kni^t) could not develop
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Civic Education in the Nineteenth Century
As far as any change in the ideas of educational deriiocracy is
concerned or any impetus being added to the thought of the time, the nine-
teenth century begins with the influence of Thomas Jefferson as President
of our country. John Adaius followed closely the policies started by V/ash-
ington, and even though he was not a forceful man he might have rrjade some
contribution to the cause if his time had not bean occupied with foreign
questions,
Jefferson’s faith in the people made him a strong advocate for
the public schools. He believed that the people were capable of self-
government, that they intended to do the right thing and that they would
decide wisely in proportion as they understood the needs and the remedies.
In his "Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge" Jefferson
sought a plan to educate his countrymen and to prepare them for the coming
years which he felt were critical ones. In his plan he voiced the belief
that no matter how heavy sacrifices should be necessary the people must
make certain that civil freedom be made the blessing passed down to their
children. The democratic experiment would end in failure unless suitable
provisions should be made for the education of their children. He be-
lieved that "ignorance and bigotry, like other insanities, are incapable
of self-government." Religious freedom was emphasized by Jefferson in
his first inaugural address.
The foreign policy of John ^Q,uincy Adams eventually became the
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to Congress in DeceuilDer 1823. This Doctrine was the cuLriination of the
new feelings of nationalism and the spirit of aloofness and independence
brought about and encouraged by the War of 1812.
The frontier had great influence upon our American life and in-
stitutions. The frontier was a great stioiulus to democratic instituions
and customs. Many political reform movements originated and grew to great
strength in the .7est. Although the West developed sectional interest and
a sectional pride, in general the influence of the West was toward a united
nation. This whole influence was a deirjDcratic one. 3ach man was "on his
own" and there were no special favors shown to those with old names or with
various amounts of wealth. All were owners of land and all were regarded
1/
equal. "if they could swing an axe, plow a field or shoot Indians." “ The
social divisions of the older settlements based on wealth, family and
position did not obtain on the frontier. In such communities the tradi-
tions and prejudices of the original states had little influence. "The
frontier has influenced our minds and souls; it has stamped its imprint
upon our culture and ideals. lirom the West came our belief in our virtue,
2/
our self-confidence, our 'rugged individualism’."—
If John Quincy Adams could have had his way, the nation’s great
wealth in natural resources would have been conserved and dedicated among
other things to the promotion of education, which he believed was neces-
sary for the safety of the new governmental experiment.
_l/ Willia-m A. Haom, The American People
,
D. C. Heath, 1938, p. 324
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With Jackson’s election changes appeared which broke down the
traditions and precedents of the past. Jackson himself was an example of
the change. He was a different kind of man from any of his predecessors
in office. He had had little or no formal education and his early life
had not given him the culture and social presence that the others had. He
was typical of the 7/est, the frontier, rough but honest, uneducated but
intelligent and capable, inexperienced but not afraid of hard work, //hile
there is little record that public education stressed dariocratic and civic
knowledge as much as under previous presidents, this deiriocratic revolution,
as it might be called, advanced the cause of education in general as far
as it was possible to advance it in a country which permitted human slavery
^
Confidence in the people and in their ability to control their own des-
tinies grew to a great extent.
Governor Clinton, in a message to the legislature of New York in
1826, said that the encouragement of education was the first duty of govern^
ment. In the following year he said that the right to vote could not be
exercised safely ’’without intelligence”, using the work intelligence in
the sense of schooling. Abraham Lincoln, running for an Illinois county
representative in 1832, said it v;as of vital importance that ’’every man
may receive at least a moderate education” in order to read history so
that he may ’’duly appreciate the values of our free institutions”. Daniel
vVebster declared in a speech in Indiana, that ’’education, to accomplish
I
the ends of good government, shall be universally diffused. On this dif-
fusion of education among the people rests the preservation and perpetua-
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In the early Normal School of United States, speaking especially
of the first one founded in Lexington, ‘Massachusetts, in 1839, the course
of studies included a study of the constitution of the United States as
well as its history. This is perhaps a little surprising when one remem-
bers that these early Normal School pupils were young women. But when
one knows more of the educational beliefs of Horace Mann this inclusion
of history does not seem so strange.
Horace Mann offered public education as "the suprsiie hope for
wise and just decisions." He turned to "universal education as the best
insurance against mobocracy, threats to judicial supremacy, and the Spoils
System.” He emphasized public education as a promise for the fulfilment
of the democratic ideal, as an instrument for making democratic government
adequate for the needs of society. Public education, it was repeatedly
argued, would "develop good citizens, calm popular distempers and make the
t
1/
success of democracy possicle." ""
Another duty which public education was expected to perform was
the assimilation of the aliens who began to pour into our country by the
]
middle of the nineteenth century. Growing industries here and the develop-!
ment of large scale agriculture in the <Vest opened the way for them.
I
Owners of mines, factories and industries urged the aliens to come here i
and the land speculators welcomed them royally. Through education they
I
must be taught the .English language and shown how to respect the spirit
i
as well as the practices of our American institutions. The undeveloped
resources of our country seemed to offer endless opportunity to these
^/'educational Policies Comiriission-Unique jEiinctions of Education in
American Democracy, p. 45
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aliens and education was considered the means of assuring equality of
preparation for this economic opportunity.
By inculcating loyalty to the democratic ideal, by the training
of citizens, by the assimilation of the aliens and by equalization of
educational opportunity, founders of the public school system here hoped
to realize in America a dream of liberty, justice and social welfare for
all. If the individuals were given the liberty to achieve through per~
sonal initiative and if they could have the necessary knowledge then there
would be prosperity and security for American society for years to come.
So thought Horace Mann, Henry Barnard and Catherine Beecher.
Again speaking of the study of history it is interesting to note
that it was the middle of the nineteenth century before history was found
as a subject in the elementary school. Before 1850 its values as a means
of furnishing a broad interpretation of the world was not recognized. It
was not considered that history could make any contribution toward develop-
ing patriotism.
In the second quarter of the Nineteenth century an educational
revival took place. ”With the exception of slavery no question aroused
iTiOre feeling than the proposal to establish a tax-supported public school
system, non-sectarian in its control.” The fight for free public
schools as the right of every citizen was part of the workingman's move-
ment of the times. One of the best arguments for a public school system
was expressed by the workingman of Philadelphia in 1830.
1 / //illiam A. Ha^i, op. cit., p. 394
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"There can be no real liberty without a wide
diffusion of real intelligence. The raaribers of a
republic should all be alike, instructed in the
nature and character of their rights and duties,
as human beings and as citizens. Until means of
equal instruction shall be equally secured to all,
liberty is but ai^ unmeaning work and equality an
empty shadow." i'
Although some, if not most, of the difficulties and obstacles in
the way of a public school gystem, free and open to all, had been solved,
a democratic school system had not come into general practice by 1860.
The institution of human slavery kept the public consciousness dull on
matters of public education. Slavery prevented the extension of public
educational effort in the South, where it strengthened class distinctions
and retarded the establishment of free schools elsewhere. The abolition
of slavery removed one of the most stubborn obstacles that the danocratic
theory of education ever met, for schools could not be made fully free
and deiiOcratic in any state of the Union as long as slavery was allowed.
Not only throughout the colonial period but far down into the nineteenth
century the underprivileged and unfortunate, either black or white, were
taught to look upon "gentle folk" as belonging to a superior order and
to keep their humble distance. Life then was not one of kindness and
charity and such undemocratic customs as have just been mentioned were
not conducive to general education either for personal advancement or for
democratic improvement.
After John Quincy Adams' administration no great leader in
national affairs nade a study of educational needs and staked his politi-
l/r/illiam A. Hamm, op. cit.. p. 295
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cal reputation, as Washington, Jefferson and. Adams had done, upon urging
a more democratic establishment of educational opportunity. General trib-
utes were paid to education by national statesmen and money was voted for
its support. But the study of its relation to government or to civic
duties was neglected by the directors of Federal affairs after that time.
Until 1373 education continued to be entrusted to local leadership and
control. About that time opportunities for education became an actuality
for millions of people.
j
3o in this study one sees clearly that education in the latter
years of the nineteenth century was the reflections and fulfilments of
Horace Uann's theories. He had not been a practical school man; he was a
school theorizer whose theories were not accepted at the time. He met
with many disappointments but now one sees that his proposals were not
I ;
j
so much defeated as delayed in acceptance, both politically and in the
i
j
minds of the people. Slavery had to be removed before the public mind
1
!i was ready for his ideas. The ultinate acceptance of his plans was much
wider than just in Massachusetts. Long after his death he was recognized
I
as the devoted and efficient spokesman of the group, which grew rapidly in
I numbers and strength, who put true democracy in the place of their narrow
i;
jl
Christianity in their new and unselfish dreams for their fellow citizens. n
They looked to free schools, maintained by state taxes, and not connected
with any religious society, as the most possible way of making their
dreams come true. They insisted that the States should supply those
schools and should also make school attendance universally compulsory.
Perhaps this last is the greatest contribution of the nineteenth century
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Civic Education in the Schools of Today
The twentieth century was ushered in on the wave of John Dewey’s
philosophy of education. He was concerned with what these public schools,
state supported, and established on a democratic basis after so many
obstacles had been overcome, should teach the youth of America. How could
the schools contribute through special curricula to the individual happi-
ness and independence, to a contented and intelligent body of citizens,
and to a democracy so far preserved but now to be more effective?
The schools at this time were much affected by several social
changes. In order to keep their influence in the turmoil the schools
recognized the difficulties and planned more or less effective remedies.
N
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The shortening of the v/orking day, resulting in an increase of leisure
time, the automobile, the movies, inventions which lighten the burden of
' housework and the employment of women in industry have greatly affected
the influence of the home. Atorals, manners and social graces which were
supposed to be taught in the home were neglected, and, in a desparate at-
tempt to give these needed qualities to the growing citizens, the schools
took over this work. Because this teaching has been undertaken by the
schools does not prove that they are the ones who should or can best do
the work. They cannot take the place or exert the influence that a {pod
home can. The home has almost ceased to be the center of the recreational
life of the family. Schools, athletic organizations, and boy and girl
clubs have been planned for this necessary development that the youth of
America shall be able to play as well as work together.
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The sans influenceswhich tend to weaken the home have also tended
to lessen the influence of the church. The church finds it difficult to
compete with the many agencies which bid for the leisure time of the young
people of today, either on Sunday mornings or on week-day evenings. Many
people claim that the church and the home have given up their prirrary func-
tion of developing the moral character of the children and have foisted
this responsibility on to the schools. /hat was formerly a duty of the
individual and the private agencies has now become to a great extent the
function of the stats. The question can well be asked whether with all
its other phases of education to attend to the schools had any right to
assume this new responsibility.
The very nature of our public school has been for the good of men
as a group. So it is very natural that when this vital problem of educa-
tion for democracy presented itself that our schools should undertake the
work, even if it cannot be said that they offered their services. Many
criticize and say that the work has been poorly done. This may be so but
it has not been for lack of trying. Until now the problem has not been
clear because it has not been acute.
The twentieth century opened with democracy secure here, so
secure that we had felt strong enough to teach Spain that a neighbor of
ours could not be mistreated without interference from us. Ideas of civic
rights and privileges were taken for granted and it was thought that no
special teaching to inculcate them was necessary. Patriotic poems and
songs and the flag salute were taught in the schools and on special holi-
days our fervor showed itself very plainly. But our schools were busy
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teaching subject matter to lit our children ^or successful adult life.
Money, influence and social prestige seemed the desirable goals for which
our children should be started. That they /vould attain these ^goals by
democratic means was taken for granted. The American Road to Culture was
through general education and education was supposed to spell success.
Then more serious immigration problems have appeared in the
twentieth century. Rver since Colonial days successive waves of immi-
grants have poured into the New V/orld. It was about the middle of the
nineteenth century that the "older'^ immigration began to oppose the coming
of the "new" immigrants. These iirmigrants who furnished the bulk of the
unskilled labor of the country crowded the earlier inhabitants out of the
lowly and poorly paid jobs,and were at this time being themselves crowded
out by the unrestricted flow of iirmaigrants. So labor began to oppose
this flow on the ground that they tended to keep wages down and to lower
the American standard of living. Racial and religious prejudices tovTard
the new immigrants began to appear. But despite these outbreaks of op-
position, the general policy of the government toward the immigrant has
been one of welcoirie. Americans have taken pride in America as the "land
of opportunity," the haven for the oppressed.
The "old" imiuigration had come at a time when the country was
growing and could absorb many new settlers. It also came in smaller num-
bers than the "new". The "old" immigrants had come from a racial stock
with habits, institutions and ideals similar to f'ose of the early Ameri-
cans. The only task of the American schools was to teach these new neigh-
bors the language which they needed for their business and pleasure. The
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’^new" irriTiiigrant s were of different racial stock, with customs of govern-
ment and of life which were foreign to American institutions. So in the
first years of the twentieth century it became very evident that the new
immigrants could not be so easily molded to American ways of living and
working. Classes in Americanization were started everywhere, but especi-
ally in the ilast where more of the aliens settled. Before ideas of Ameri
can ideals could be acsorbed, the reading and writing of the language and
simple computation were taught.
The object of all this Americanization zeal was to make every
alien an American citizen. This seemed to be considered the cure of all
the immigration evils. Once the alien had read his portion of the Con-
st ituion and answered a few questions as to the history of his new coun-
try, he was considered a safe and loyal memuer of our society. Would
that it had always been true]
i'oreign language newspapers, churches and clubs preserved old
habits and rendered alraost impossible the task of real iUaericanization.
The public schools did invaluable work and the second generation of
foreigners more quickly adapted themselves to the conditions of American
life. But the unending stream of adult aliens made the task of Americani
zation impossible and many aliens here today can neither read nor write
our language.
The necessity for Americanization forced itself to the attention
of eveiyone when the '.Vorld War came. The problem had been embarrassing
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United States entered the war. Although rriost of the new Americans sup-
ported their adopted country, some did so reluctantly, and some openly
sympathized with our enemies. This wartime experience gave an urge for
more effective Americanization as v/ell as to the demands of labor that
restriction of imrriigration be adopted.
This new urge lasted for perhaps a decade and then people lapsed
into their former apathy. Danger from foreign governments seemed to be
over; we had fought a war to a successful finish and had riade the world
"safe for democracy.” So democracy was left to progress as it might and
little was done in the schools to teach possible remedies for the social,
political and industrial evils that Y;ere known to exist.
Now in the last five years democracy is being more seriously
threatened than ever before by the increasing popularity of the totali-
tarian state, either communist or fascist. ^Yhile these two may be dif-
ferent in their organization and motives, they both scorn the idea of
doiiocracy and its fundaiTientals: freedom of speech, press, and religion,
the right of peaceful assembly and petition, and freedom from unjust
arrest and imprisonment. The proponents of these ”isms” say that ”dsmoc-
racy is slow and ineffective, that it has failed to solve the problem of
war, of poverty in the midst of plenty, of crime and of dishonesty in
business and government.” The co<mrriunists and fascists believe that
the people should rely upon an all-wise head of the State who will dictate
how the economical, political, social and spiritual life of the people
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shall be controlled. Of course they proraise that, without a shadow of
doubt, these phases of life will be managed efficiently and without the
mistakes so common when people as a whole control governiaental affairs.
Now the whole question of Americanization has reappeared, this
time with new emphasis and new strength. Our way of life is being chal-
lenged as never before and if it is to survive the youth of today must
be taught its traditions, its present values and its proraises and hopes
for future happiness. It becomes the duty of everyone interested in
youth education, as well as those actively engaged in it, to awake to the
dangers which confront us. Unless active not passive patriotism takes
possession of the ideals of our youth, unless they understand its pur-
pose and privileges, and unless they are taught to work for its success,
then it will perish from these United States just as truly as it has gone
from other countries and we will find ourselves curtailed in our oppor-
tunities, our pleasiares and our privileges. And we of this generation
and the next are the guardians of this precious heritage. If we fail,
the doom of our beloved country is sealed.
But the picture is not too discouraging. School people are
alive to this challenge and, particularly in the last two years, much
material has been written to stimulate thinking people and many books
have appeared with material actually intended for the use of pupils in
the classrooms. One can hardly taka up a magazine of any kind without
finding articles aimed to warn people of the danger, not far away but
very close at hand. If one looks at any book list of the last few years
r*r
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he will find that no subject mth the exception of general fiction holds
so large a place as does deiiiocracy in all its phases. The bibliography
which accoriipanias this paper has both books and magazine articles to
prove this point. Everyone seems to realize that something must be done
to educate our youth in the ways of democratic living, to the end that
they will be alive to the dangers that threaten it and be willing to work
vigorously for its continuance. Education is the foremost business of
our country and it must concern itself with the training of capable,
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CHAPTER III
THE IIESD IDR CIVIC INSTRUCTION
111 THE UNITED STATES TODAY
Authors of books and magazine articles are earnestly seeking to
impress upon the thinking people of our country the dangers which are
everywhere today besetting our dertjocracy in one form or another. They
realize that a large majority of our citizens take our country and its
institutions very much for granted; that they are not aware of the under-
currents of irresponsibility, lack of an active interest and even open
hostility that are present in our beloved land; and that it is not enough
to educate our school children to be ready to uphold our independence and
our self-respect, but the adults must be awakened to the dangers of the
present situation so that they will be more sympathetic toward and in-
sistent upon the teaching of patriotism to the youth of America.
"In this day of modern witch-burning, when freedom
of thought has been exiled from many lands, it is the
part of America to stand for freedom of the huiTian mind
and to carry the torch of truth. The truth is great
and will prevail, but it depends on men’s tolerance,
self-restraint, and devotion to freedom, not only for
themselves but also for others, whether the truth will
prevail through free research, free discussion and
free intercourse of civilized man, or will prevail
only after suppression and suffering /— when no one
cares v/hether it prevails or not." —
'
^/'Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of United States, Address at Harvard
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The majority of people here believe that democracy is the way of
life they wish to follow, but have they felt it necessary to see if their
neighbors feel the sanie way? If not
,
can they as individuals not do
something about it? Patriotism begins in being a good neighbor in one’s
own coxrjmunity. This enlarges until a good citizen works with others for
the good of all in matters of health, safety and education. Then this
good-neighbor spirit spreads into larger units until it becomes national
and international. Gan there be a better time than right now to build up
some of these patriotic ideals?
The ideals of any citizenship which can be called democratic are
formulated chiefly in times of peace, but it is war which forces us to
take stock of our democracy to see "how much of it we have on hand and
how we intend to dispose of it.” It is war which makes us define or per-
haps redefine our ideals. Ideals, however, are empty and useless unless
along with the setting up there goes also a will and determination to
carry them out and to achieve the goal set. Our ideals have differed
from decade to decade, and some of the change has been caused by irmmigra-
tion. In a country such as ours, our ideals are combinations of the
hopes and aspirations of many people, with different backgrounds and dif-
ferent experiences. This is as it should be and is one of the strong
points of our nation, but there is also a danger. Ideals must be expres-
sions of the best these people have brought with them and not of the
things from which many have come here to escape.
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worth studying and working for, that it is in danger from foreign influence
Just to concede this is not enough. The definite dangers must be recog-
nized and some remedies planned for our protection.
Many young people today, like their elders when they were young,
act as if theirs is the last generation. They seem to assume that past
generations strove, saved and deprived themselves in order that youth
might have all the advantages enjoyed today. Many young people need to be
tau ht that they owe something to those who come after them.
Too often we assume that because children are born into a demo-
cratic society that they v/ill understand and appreciate it. Yet we found
to our astonishment during our recent economic and social difficulties
that many loud and powerful voices advocated abandoning oui- democratic
institutions and adopting mors ’’efficient” means of social control. I ani
afraid efficiency in this instance meant direct and ruthless ways of
keeping the nesses of people in check. It was not unusual to hear some-
one say, ”Yhat this country needs is a dictator.” Yet these people were
born and brought up in a democratic country. Yere they not conscious that
our /unerican foundations had been laid through struggle, hardships and
great sacrifice, and should not be lightly discarded? /Vere these idle
utterances in a moment of worry, discomfort or discouragement? Sven if
this latter suggestion were true, they are dangerous to our safety and
should be prohibited.
Too often the fundarriental values of life are taken for granted
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freedoai of speech, press and assemhly must he valued in terms of their
cost in human life and suffering if they are not to he taken for granted.
They are the basis of democratic institutions and rrjust he he regarded
casually.
Max Lerner—'^addresses what he calls his new Declaration of Inde-
pendence to the liberal, ”ev8r-hopeful, well-meaning, decent -minded in-
dividual," who hates all forms of communism and fascism. Yet this same
liberal watches in surprise and hewidlerment as the ground of his democra-
cy crumbles beneath his feet. Mr. Lerner feels that the greatest danger
to our liberty lies not in Fascism but in this liberalism which is too
weak to cope with the dangerous world situations. By the liberal he searis
to mean the passive citizen who feels that affairs, while they are in a
sad state at present, will eventually right themselves without any effort
from him.
In this education for democratic living there are two areas of
education involved. We have the training of children for membership in a
contemporary world,am we also have the problem of the re-education of
adults for more effective living in the new environnients that modern
science and technology are bringing us. The factual education of children
has been stressed, perhaps overdone, and the training of them for better
living together in large group relationships has been neglected. In pass-
ing it might be noted that the adult education has been overlooked until
very recently when much has been and is being written about the need for
1 / Max Lerner, It Is Later Than You Think, Viking Press, New York, 1938
^ ^
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an awakening in that respect. Every adult generation has assumed that it
already possessed all the wisdom of past years and, therefore, needed no
further education along the lines of citizenship.
For years our education has not been directed toward "social
reconstruction but toward social stagnation.” We have not educated for
social change. We have seemed to believe that things real and good never
change. Greece believed that so implicitly that their citizens never
learned how to deal intelligently with actual changes. In the late fifth
century when Athens was thrown into social chaos by the growth of her
population and by war, the Greek mind was stunnded and Greek democracy
failed completely. The Greeks did not have experimental intelligence and
so they were overwhelmed by conditions that they could not believe were
real and which they had never thought could happen. Instead of thinking
their way through the change to a larger and better democracy of new ideas,
they took refuge in plans of Plato, Aristotle and others of centuries be-
fore. Meanwhile their city and their government were seized by tyrants.
If they had believed, as thinking people today believe, that the past and
even the present can lay down no sure plan that will work in every future,
they might have save saved themselves. Surely their shortsightedness
should be a lesson to us. Our youth must be taught to think intelligently
and for themselves. As thinkers only can they participate effectively in
democratic processes and carry a democratic society on to new levels of
world influence. This thinkini^r must be brought about by participation in
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actual situations suited to their levels of experience. It is the duty
of educational workers to devise these situations. \ie need suggestions
along this line very tadly.
America has long believed in the value of popular education open
on equal terms to every individual. In the last generation Americans
have become more aware than ever that a high degree of popular intelli-
gence is essential to our complex industrial civilization. They realized
how important education is to the proper functioning of our democracy.
Interest in education today is probably greater than a century ago and
the new demands are that education be made more effective. The schools
must assume a much greater responsibility for civic and vocational educa-
tion in an industrial society growing ever more complicated. This idea
dorainated the conference of the Department of Superintendence of the N.
E. A. at Atlantic City in Eebruary. Of course the schools cannot build
a new social order, but their contribution to such a goal is vital.
If the people are to preserve denjocracy, they must progressive-
ly practice democracy. If democracy is to survive in the United States,
then the processes of it must be carefully guarded and conscientiously
practiced, ifhen voting becomes a mere form that has little personal
thought behind it because of the dominance of powerful forces that actual
ly control the government in one way or another, democracy is in serious
danger. If the people are to control they must do it. Otherwise they
will soon lose the power and the inclination to control. So all educa-
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ual for effective participation in a democratic society.
A derTiOcracy must foster in its citizens loyalty to the princi-
ples of a free society. Democracy is niore than a form of political govern-
ment; it is a moral and social plsji and the way of life. Belief in the
worth and the dignity of huraan personality is the foundation of the demo-
cratic idea. It emphasizes the brotherhood of man, co-operation and not
selfishness. It involves moral education appropriate to the democratic
ideal, not through preaching but throurji living.
The Arrierican public school was established primarily to educate
the people for democracy, and political education has been its njost vital
responsibility. Today people are realizing that more must be given. If
dexTiOcracy is to be conserved and fully realized, the American people must
understand the meaning of it, both in its historial background and in its
social implications for the world as it is today. The process of educa-
tion cannot ire rely be the acquiring of knowledge in the traditional sense.
Knowledge is of fundamental importance, but the way in which the know-
ledge is acquired and the attitudes built in the process are also of
great importance. Education for democracy involves understanding of the
social trends and problems of our time. "Democracy will be secure only
to the extent that the people are informed and have acquired the capacity
to keep themselves informed and to think and to act in their own interests
in these areas."
Dr. Stephen Duggan, director of the Institute of International
Education, said:
_l/jes 3 e H. Newton, Education for Deifiocracy in Our Time , ivIcGraw Hill Com-
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"The aixart young writers who, dov/n to the appear-
ance of Hitler, directed their irony and sarcasm at the
weaknesses of democracy — and there are undoubted
weaknesses — have learned that every form of political
organization has -weaknesses and that those of democracy
are probably least injurious to human welfare."
This seemed to me a fine claim for democracy — not perfect, but a sincere
worthvjhile, successful experiment in the interests of human welfare. Our
citizens must thoroughly believe this and be willing to work diligently
to correct the faults to the end that our democracy shall not be swept
away but be skillful, well-aimed propaganda.
By physical boundaries and position our country is well situated,
but we are conuaitted to a democratic way of life that some other nations
don’t like. They see in the United States the last obstacle to their
return to autocracy and social barbarism. However powerful in armaments
foreign nations may become, it is doubtful if they would bring actual war
to these peaceful shores. We are too well protected by distance and by
our strength that could, as is being demonstrated now, be assembled to
defeat or repulse any nation or any combination of nations that -were so
foolish as to attack our scores. It is not a threatened physical inva-
sion that is alarming.
i/hat we must realize is that we are already at war, just as
truly as if ships were bombarding our shores, as if planes were dropping
bombs on our cities and towns, as if men in foreign uniforms were patrol-
ling our streets. This war is one of ideals and beliefs. Democracy is
on the defensive against fascism, comcriUnism and a military monarchy.
This invasion of our democracy is mere dangerous because it is not gener-
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ally recognized and all do not see that certain forces and effective
weapons need to be niObilized for successful defense.
Our enemies are using against us what they call education but
what we call propaganda, vve must not underrate the enemy, however much
we hate his objectives and his methods. We must realize that he is per-
sistent and that he has his adult population well in hand, enthusiastic
and suppressed. Now he is doing his most effective work with the youth
so that a strong foundation will make future success possible. There
the schools train the body, the emotions and the mind in that order. For
literature political speeches and proclamations are used while all other
subjects use political material. Gan one find anything more contrary to
our educational plans? And yet this doctrine is present in our land
and fresh niaterial is pured continually into our country for the propon-
ents of these ideas to use. We must be alive to the dangers and work for
the downfall of the sources of such anti-democratic beliefs.
To some unthinking people the discipline under which the youth
of regimented countries is held is what our youth here should have.
Granted that some of our youth are headstrong, uncooperative, or even
criminally inclined, can we remedy all this with the schemes so foreign
to our ideals? There the masses are given merely the rudiments of book
learning. Only a small selected group are pemiitted to advance to a
secondary school, and a much snialler nuniber still to the universities.
Do we want to go back in our educational policy to the nineteenth century?
Our people would never be satisfied now that they have tasted the fruits
of educational opportunity.
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Such careful plenning as the eneiiiies of democracy have done must
be met by the same here, .le must skillfully, completely and persistently
work to promote the ideals to which we profess devotion. This is a war
that gives any intelligent person who faces the facts cause to be distrub-
ed, but instead of being frightened and cowed, we should prepare to meet
the enemy on his own ground, to use weapons that are not merely superior
but also are better adapted to democracy. It will not be sufficient
merely to defeat the enemy this time. He were content in the last strug-
gle to defeat the physical enemy but not farsightedn enough to promote
the ideals that we had defended.
Up to the beginning of the last five years we did not take de-
mocracy seriously and only within the last three years have Vi/e realized
that something must be done. liven now the public at large does not
know what the essential meaning of deraocracy is.
"Democracy is the foundation of all that we hold
highest and most sacred. It stands for an ideal that
is the hope of the world. It is a beacon that lights
the road to political, social economic, and industrial
progress. It is not enough to hate or to fight corri-
munisn and fascism, we must understand what democracy
stands for, love it with a flaming passion, and fi^t
for the privilege of making such sacrifices as are
required.” i/
Deii'jocracy cannot win the fight for its own perservation unless
the people not only understand what it means but also have for it a pas-
sionate devotion. If de..£>cracy is to prevail, it must grip its people,
s/
the mature but especially the young, "with the power of a religion."
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Because crises that were prophesied did not come and because
those that did come have been successfully passed through are no guarantees
that we can ignore the present warning. In fact this crisis is not threat-
ening, it is already upon us. The strength of fascism certainly, and that
of coHimunism possibly, is threatening and growing. The defenses of derrioc-
racy are weakened by doubt and by indefiniteness. We must face the fact
that a small, but by no means negligible, fraction of our people have al-
ready been disturbed by propaganda, and no such danger to even a few of
oui' citizens can safely be ignored.
An even greater threat to domocracy than the group in our country
who believe in a hostile doctrine is the larger group who do not know
what democracy is. Ignorance in these days of danger is fatal, and an
indefiniteness in definition or knowledge is like a weak link in a chain,
sure to break at the most strategic time. ^Democracy cannot fail; men can
fail democracy
.
The unthinking, simple faith that democracy will run itself with-
out definite understanding and with a constant increase of devotion has
led us into a sad mess. It will lead us to inevitable disaster in the
future. DeHiOcracy is not a natural v/ay of living; it has evolved slowly
through the ages through the constant sacrifice of devoted leaders and
followers. If de;ijOcracy is to have a chance of succeeding in the future,
its followers must have confidence in each other. Added to this they must
deserve this confidence. Democracy is based on mutual faith, and such
faith is usually justified. Most men most of the time have good inten-
1/ Thomas H. Briggs, op. cit.
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tions, but gDOd intentions even if they are acted upon are not enough.
They riiust be stirred by intelligent concern for the general good. So the
essential seems to be education for an understanding of social needs in
the present age.
No one really has a right to enjoy the privileges of democracy
unless he is not only willing to, but also actually does, contribute
actively to its success. Too many agree that democracy is a worthy ideal,
but they make no sacrifice to make it secure or to improve it. Our fore-
fathers pledged their hearths and their homes; they sacrificed their for-
tunes, their health and many of them their lives. We should not passive-
ly accept the benefits of their labors without return. We should work to
transmit other and richer benefits to our contemporaries and to our descen-
dant s
.
Our defense answer to education, but we must study its needs and
be prepared to make it the effective force we know it can be for preserv-
ing, promoting and improving democracy. All the speeches in the world
will not bring democracy to any of us if we do not ourselves create it
and practice it in everyday living.
There are certain principles which lie at the base of our insti-
tutions and which we have regarded and still do regard as the essentials
of the American way of life or, it may be called, democracy. The intro-
duction to the Declaration of Independence and the Bill of Rights of the
Constitution are exariiples of these truths. They will never be given up
by thinking citizens until extreme measures have rendered resistance hope-
I
less. The choice of America is not between one form of dictatorship or
another. The choice has been and still is for the principles of freedom,
liberty under the law, and of a government which protects the rights of
its people as against the idea that people are only instruments for build-
ing up the power of a governmental machine, controlled by one all-powerful
leader. Too much reliance should never be placed in any one-man leader-
ship.
It has been said that no one but the property-minded would bene-
fit by the coming of fascist rule to America. Yet it does not follow that
fascism could not be put over in a crisis here with sufficient propaganda
pressure behind it. So says Carl Drehar in his Voice from the Left, in
Harper’s Magazine of March, 1958. To the shortsighted Fascism is effec-
tive while it lasts, but from the standpoint of accepted American ideals,
fascism would introduce all the class distinctions, religius intolerances,
and race hatreds which civilized Americans have fought against since the
landing of the Pilgrims.
There are some who think that the change to communism has already
taken place here. Lincoln Steffens says communism would ’’fit America
like a hat.” Most thinking people do not want either communisiTi or fascism
but if they had to have either, they would choose communism. The most com-
mon reason given for this choice is that it would increase production and
cure unemployment. Some of the better informed think some form of social-
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President Roosevelt in his speech to Congress on January 12, 1937,
said,
’’iiill it be said that democracy was a great
dream but it could not do the job? Or shall we
here and now without further delay make it our
business to see that our xbiierican democracy is made
efficient so that it will do the job that is req[uir-
ed of it by the events of our time?*'
Some of the events to which the President referred are: (1) the going down
of self-government, liberty, and hunxan dignity all over the world, (2) the
waste of natural as well as hurrian resources, and (3) the gap between Amer-
ican ideals of democracy and the achievements of Anierican life. These are
the challenges to our generation.
''The governrrient of the United States is the
largest and most difficult task undertaken by the
American poeple, and at the same time the most im-
portant and the noblest. Our government does more
for more people than any other institution; it
covers a wider range of aims and activities than
any other enterprise; it sustains our national and
community life, our individual rights and liberties.
It is a government of, by, and for the people - a de-
mocracy that has survived for a hundred and fifty
years and flourished arriong competing forms of govern-
jment of many different types, old and new. Our goal
is the constant raising of the level of the happiness
and dignity of human life, the steady sharing of the
gains of our Nation, whether material or spiritual,
among those who make the Nation what it is."
This is the first paragraph of the report submitted by the President's
Coirmittee on Administrative Management.
The framers of the Declaration of Independence described the pur-
pose of their struggle for self-government as "life, liberty and the pur-
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pointed authority were reraoved, happiness would result. Now we see people
in other parts of the world returning to this arbitrary control and it is
suggested that they are willing to do this because their forms of democ-
racy did not bring them happiness. Advocates of this change are suggest-
ing that such a change here would offer some advantages even if it were
not entirely beneficial. They do not say whether concentration camps,
exorbitant military taxes, and dealing standards of living are giving the
people in the other countries the happiness they sought. And yet with
these examples before us there have been found citizens either willing to
excuse the outrages of the dictators or to insist that they are none of
our concern.
Fascism in United States may come as the slow outcome of a system
of limitation upon public liberty, an accumulation of suppressions no one
of which, at the time, is seen in its full perspective. It may come be-
cause of the necessities of national organization in a great war, or as an
attempt to deal with problems of discontent. Harold J. Laski says that a
socialist victory in either Great Britain or the United States would change
so decisively the balance of social forces as to rank with the two or three
major events in the records of civilization. The tradition of democratic
self-governnient in Great Britain and in United States is niore firmly root-
ed than elsewhere. That does not mean that the tradition cannot be upset.
It should mean that its defenders nuist be sure of their ground and be able
to give a good account of themselves if t>iey are challenged. None of us
must content ourselves with the thought that it cannot happen here.
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Declining interest in the raatter of voting is one sign of waning
faith in party politics; and that waning faith is exactly the atmosphere
in which the seeds of fascism could most easily take root and grow. Party
government is a vital principle of representative governnient
,
the form to
which America clings. As soon as an electorate loses faith in that prin-
ciple the way is open to the enemies of democratic government. For such
a lack of faith indicates a helief that a change of government cannot al-
ter or help the situation of many unfortunate people. This mood is a
great temptation to listen to the ^strong man,” the potential dictator,
who promises everything. A time comes v/hen people are persuaded that
things, can hardly he worse, and perhaps might he better under a new regime
The dictator works on the sense of unease, of anger and of dis-
couragement. He so describes his remedies for the existing troubles that
the average man thinks they are just what he needs. The propositions are
repeated often enough so that they begin to seem true. The poor souls
do not see that by accepting the new plans they are bing bound to the
ideas of reaction and sometimes open revolution. Only when the dictator
actually assumes full control is the new order named fascism, i'ree speech
press, religion and education are gone. Critics disappear into jail or
concentration camps. The only change is that the ordinary citizen, the
man who was discouraged and looking for help, has ceased even to be a free
man. He can only wonder how this change, which left him worse off than
before, came about.
The secret of true liberty is courage and that is our only ans-
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wer to the danger that threatens us. V/e give up a little of our freedom
every time we are silent in the face of injustice. The more we insist
world troubles are not our concern, the easier we make the dictator’s
task. Freedom and liberty have no more subtle foes than indifference and
a feeling of helplessness arriong men. Men of deirjocratic countries who have
known what liberty means will not give it up if they are awakened to its
danger. Their weakness lies in their shortsightedness in not seeing
through their enemies schems and in their sense of false security.
It must be recognized that the remedy for the drift toward a
dictator here in United States lies in making the party system function
efficiently in our country. A representative form of government, based
on universal adult suffrage, has never and probably cannot be conducted
in any large country except under the party system. Writers on this sub-
ject agree that this must be a two-party, not a multi-party system. The
system is a failure unless there is unity and loyalty within the success-
ful party. But it is equally essential that there be a ’’vigorous opposi-
tion to point out the errors of the measures and of conduct of the party
1 /
in power, and to offer an alternative program.” ~
Parties in United States are iTianaged or mismanaged on the primary
convention system. The votes at primaries are usually one-tenth of the
qualified voters and often as low as one-fortieth. This is not the will
of the people and so political bosses can control. The mass of the people
are too busy about their own business. About national affairs the majority
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of people think they have done their duty when they vote once in a while.
’’That which is the concern of all is too often neglected by all.” This
is a state of affairs which indicates that somewhere enthusiasm for and
pride in our democratic form of government have not been inculcated suf-
ficiently to carry over into adult political life. It surely offers a
challenge to educational as well as other agencies.
Few of us have ever looked at United States and her advantages
through the eyes of a foreigner. It might do us good if we did. The
foreigner envies us our religious and political freedom. He sees the
absolute security he and his family would feel living in a nation separat-
ed by two wide oceans instead of being next door to the revolutions which
have so embittered and impoverished the world. He sees that America has
no boundary disputes; that we are without the problems of racial minori-
ties. He sees the great advantages of living in a country completely in-
dependent in the essential raw materials and in natural resources.
But here, in the enviable land itself, there is the most casual
acceptance of t'-^ose values which the European and other foreigner cher-
ishes. V7e take our religious and political freedom for granted; we ex-
ploit and waste our natural resources; and we grow discontented and crit-
ical over the slightest governmental matter which is not decided as we be-
lieve it should be. Our patriotism is the passive kind, only flaring to
active heat, when, figuratively speaking, a man with a gun stands at our
very door.
Some Americans say and evidently believe that they somewhat ad-
mire Hitler, that he has done a grand job in Germany. They don’t jmention
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-JtiSSciAy iiojt*aa a rti Xo^l bXiJbi rtliiOBl 8id;'i>/tit> art ’i-tixuoaE etuloa fa
tfQldh' SflcoiiuiOTex Off (S4 icoii ^x&c '^ip'd 'lo ua&ooc ailw oxi \:o 6e
»cd S9®B «H .fcl'xosT srfi f>edAxaAVcqffl iaifl oe ©v^n
-iioaiia ihiABi to efsaXdO'Kj odi ^aodJIar 9’£m avr tadi jseijjcisii) icastci/od on
-ffl ^aX»Xqi30o ‘^linybo b fll ^rlX to esicJfiiBrbe .col^
-^iio bcB be^xtB^flooelB vp^. ew labO's.'oaai^^Xistsr^t^^n 'lao aJeew &n^* iioXci
-09 enr 30 X©t)to»b toa e 1 rfoldw' XAtnaiasLrtayoj^ ^ao^dgile &r(i n:evo X/tol
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i
/ioiXx»*n #^cc'S ai dbl buitfr^ &'&t:ob ^od ed' *arft ,*seXtjtB oiiin
the grand joh he has done for Czechoslovakia, Norway, Poland and humanity
as a whole. Such people are puzzles. Here they would prohat ly resent any
attempt of the government to take away any of their individualism or per-
sonal initiative and yet they express admiration for a foreign dictator
whose y^hole plan does just these things as 'well as many others equally
serious. How can they reconcile the two? It seems as if the conimenda-
tory coKiments were spoken in careless moments and Yiith not much actual
analysis behind them. Be that as it may, they are the stuff on which the
enemies of democracy feed and gain their strength to go on doing greater
damage. It is hard to realize how much harm an idle word may do. Of all
the sinister dangers that threaten us are the people who, "though of
democratic tradition, environment, and advantages, through ignorance,
1 /
weakness, carelessness or selfishness approve the career of dictators."”
Something can he done about open rebellion but it is hard to fight folly
because its danger is so intangible.
"If derriocracy goes down it ’will be because of
these people isrtio unwittingly and ignorantly have
first fooled and betrayed themselves and then be-
trayed their country." —
If you are a real iiinerican, under no possible reasoning can Hitler and
Uussolini be doing a good job, even in their own countries.
Democracy has been built on the idea that every man has a right
to his own opinion and, within reasonable lip.iits, to express this opinion.
In other words, he has a right to "possess his own spirit," to be a man.
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and to be treated as such. But in the totalitarian scheme there is no
chance for differences of opinion or of peaceful argument. To allow any
criticism is to adniit that the state is not perfect. So for this reason
more than perhaps for any other democracy is hated by the dictators. They
choose other points to openly criticize but this one alone is so opposite
to their policies that it is very dangerous. You can kill a man but not
an idea.
Ur. Struthers Burt in his article previously quoted is more hope-
ful of today's situation than are many writers. He feels that never in
history has democracy been stronger. Never have there been so many men
and women who at last understand what democracy means and who believe
that without it life would not be worth living. The trouble with the
American who expresses any approval of Hitler is his lack of visualiza-
tion. This land with every caliTily accepted right and privilege swept away
would be one to v/hich death would be preferable.
Reasonable doubt has always been the privilege of citizens of a
democracy. It has been responsible for all the progress of the world,
either in the field of government, of education or of invention. Can the
same thing be done in a better way has always been the question of a pro-
gressive thinker. The totalitarian states allow no room for either ques-
tioning or reasonable doubt. The leaders are one hundred percent right
and they know all the answers. How blind our people are not to see how
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**DeiriOcracy is the only system which allows men
of all faiths and beliefs and legitiHiate pursuits to
live together and which encourages them to expand
their imaginations. Freedom of the spirit is the
so far discovered that leads to hiiman prog-
Karriilton Fish Armstrong in his hook ’'',7e or They" states vary
emphatically that there is no middle ground for our citizens to follow
and which many seem to advocate. The democratic principle is that the
majority has the right to govern and that the minority has the right to
criticize and oppose the majority. DerfiOcracy allows free competition he
tween political parties composed of free individuals and advocates this
as the best method of making peaceable progress, ./hen one discards this
belief one must accept the doctrine of the dictator, which is that there
are certain infallible men whose conimands naist not be even questioned.
Between the two doctrines there is no compromise. We must uphold our
society or accept theirs.
If our people realized the true principles of the totalitarian
doctrines, not just those that are given out for popular reading, there
could be no doubts in their minds that our way of life is the only worth
while one. But the people who do little reading and thinking for them-
selves, who take no active part in civic life and to whom financial free
dom has not come are caught by slogans, catch-words and phrases, and the
easy talk of the propagandist. They are the ones who need to be reached
by some kind of true civic instruction, that they may be awakened to the
danger here present. Their patriotism has grown sluggish and depressed
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ty the rrad rush for financial support of themselves and their families.
If we can Judge by the response of the mechanics, the bank clerks, the
farmers and the professional men in the last war we need not feel that
patriotism is dead. It only needs to be aroused. ,7hat is necessary in
United States is not stern measures against communists and fascits but an
instruction in civics which will present, in an impressive way, the funda-
mental arguments for democracy. Such is the task of the many agencies
working for education in our land.
To do much of this civic instruction in the elementary school is
not possible, if one thinks of subject matter as the prime requisite.
But from the iiaterial used in this chapter one really sees that factual
knowledge is not all that is necessary. And in this other part of the
instruction the elementary schools can do much good. hat is learned is
no more important than the attitudes acquired along with the factual know-
ledge. "The problems of society are to be met not with fear, hatred, in-
tolerance, persecution and violence but with nmitual understanding, trust,
and tolerance - with peace and good will." —^ In this v/ork the elementary
school has its part to do.
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DESlRi\BLE ATTITUDES IN THE CITIZENS OF TOWRRO^
Pride in the History of the United States and the
Heritage Passed Down to Them.
From the very lowest grades in school some history is taught,
usually in the form of stories. A child knows the names of some of our
heroes and recognizes their pictures even before he goes to school. The
naiTies become associated in their minds with the flag and the country.
How easily they acquire a pride in feeling that these men belonged to the
country of which they themselves are a part. I knew a little boy who
spoke of George Washington as the father of the country long before he
knew what Washington did or even really what country meant, other than
the place in which he lived.
On this foundation each school year builds up the amount of
historical knowledge. The child learns what his country'is and something
of its importance among the nations of the world. He learns who the
heroes were and what they contributed to our country — those heroes with
whose names he has been familiar so long. The school holidays call some
of the birthdays to mind. 3o by the time a pupil reaches the fourth
grade he has names, stories, holidays and some real factual information
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and has he a growing pride in his country and in some of the men who help-
ed to make it? If not
,
someone has failed somewhere.
Of course it would be impossible to build up the pride in one’s
heritage without some factual knowledge to reinforce it. If it were, the
pride would be more valuable of the two for the safety of our country. I
am not speaking for blind worship; I ;dm urging the necessity for a fierce
pride, a patriotism that grips one with the force of a religion. Our
country is not and never has been perfect. i/Iistakes have been made and
more will be made because men are not infallible. Eut that patriotism
which teaches youth to love his country, mistakes and all, is the kind
that will urge youth on to correct the mistakes if possible and if not to
profit by them in the journey toward better things. ”My country ri^t or
wrong” has a sentiment in it that the pupils of our schools need to be
taught
.
No course ever became great in its aims or its accomplishments
without its emotional appeal. So this patriotism rriust appeal to the emo-
tions. However, emotions can lead in the wrong direction just as well as
in the ri^t. They must be trained for service and goodwill and against
selfishness and intolerance, iill must work together for a comirion purpose
and not be divided by petty differences, which if examined minutely mean
very little. Ivluch of this emotional training can be done in the schools.
Some of the activities listed in the next chapter will suggest possible
ways that may help.
Eugene Randolph Smith in Progressive Education for May, 1938,
says:
.-4
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’’The schools of a democracy are in duty hound
to do the following things:
1. They should acquaint their pupils with what
is significant in man’s progress from savagery
to and including his present stage of civiliza-
tion.
2. They should teach their pupils to think as
clearly as they are able to do. (Implied in
this is the training against influences of
prejudice and propaganda, fears and selfish-
ness. )
3. They should make clear the difference between
the ideals of derrjocracy and the fundamentals
of other ideologies.
4. They should give their pupils experiences in
carrying on group affairs.
5. They should avoid teaching pupils what to think,
but stress how to think, given ever-changing
condition.
”
Education cannot be neutral. The influence of the schools will
be thrown on one side or the other in the struggle between democracy and
the forces working against it. The greatest help these forces could ask
from our schools is that the leaders be indifferent to the struggle.
3o one of the first things of which our children should be taught
to be proud is the accomplishments of the men v/ho made our country what
it is. They sacrificed effort, tiuie, money, health and often their lives
that those ideals they held dear should be upheld. Ours is a glorious
heritage but it is one that is taken so much for granted by many elders
that the young people are growing up without a knowledge of its struggles
and a fierce pride in its accomplishments.
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govarament is being attacked as never before. It is almost the last strong-
hold of personal freedom and those other liberties which we hold so dear.
But our country cannot live in the past, wonderful as that may have been.
The past is like the foundation of a building or a monument, solid and
safe and upon which the real structure will be built. Upon the corner-
stone of a building or upon the base of a monument are the facts about
which future peoples will want to know. These foundations may be plain or
they may be decorated but the fact remains their purpose is served when
something is built upon them.
Uor can one be content with the present, satisfactory as it may
be in some of its aspects. Like the building with its strong foundation
laid, the present is like walls put there that the structure may take form
and be of some use. After the walls are up v/e are apt to take the founda-
tion for granted but a little thought shows that the structure itself
would be of no use without a foundation of which one could feel sure.
But the foundation, the walls and the furnishings are all sub-
ordinate to the people who will make use of the finished building. So
with our country. The pupils in our schools today are the citizens of
tomorrow who will actually use the country already inherited by them for
the good of mankind or for its detriment. The country cannot run itself;
it must be managed by its citizens. It is not enough to teach our pupils
to be proud of their country as it is today and for them to know of the
sacrifices that went into its early years. They must be alert to the
fact that the future will demand much of them. Trying times are here now
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and this tiouhle will take many years to settle. They must he ready to
make some contriDutions of their own to the future success. This contri-
bution may he in the form of hand labor or brain work and it may be that
neither of these will ever be recognized by their gifts to history. But
good honest labor in whatever work contributed, a steady determination to
help less fortunate neighbors and a careful watch that principles and
democracy are upheld in thought, word and deed — these are contributions
of one’s self and they are never wasted.
Inter-cultural Appreciation
No book was ever written, no picture ever painted and no country
ever founded by the struggle of one person or one .group of persons alone.
Back of the finished product are inspiration, encouragement and some actual
help. To deny this w^ould be to label one as egotistical, selfish or just
plain ignorant. So v;ith ouf country. People from many lands came here
and worked to lay the foundation in the seventeenth century. Ue grate-
fully accepted their help then but I wonder if we haven’t forgotten to be
sufficiently grateful. Have we listed in our history books their gifts
of time and money as conspicuously as we should? If a gift is vi/orthy of
accepting it is worth appreciating.
Democracy utilizes effectively all the human resources of any
group. To do this it is necessary to develop and use the intelligence of
all, no matter where a person was born or what his background has been.
So we must adapt our education so that it will make these contributions
applicable. for the purpose of democracy. Such education means careful
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study of each individual’s potentialities, complete development of his
ability, appreciation of his contribution to such an extent that there
will be free comniunication of ideas between him and his fellows. He must
be made to feel that his is a real help and that it is as gratefully re-
ceived and as valuable as that of any other citizen. Only so will there
be a oneness of feeling and purpose that should be the goal of our people.
The child in the classroom should be proud of his ancestors, be
they imtiiigrants who came here in the Mayflower or those Vi?ho came here years
later by way of Sllis Island. All brought with them culture, a spirit of
adventure, courage and hope that this new land might be the blessed home-
land, the land of opportunity for them. Now these children with whom we
are dealing, be they the first or the tenth generation from the actual im-
migrant, need to be proud of what their ancestors did in the Old World.
Did they fight for liberty from an oppressor? Did they struggle for an
ideal that was dearer to them than life? Did they come here seeking a
chance to cherish this ideal, religious, cultural or political? Of these
three phases of the ideal the cultural is easiest for elementary children
to understand. In this there is something tangible for them to appreciate
As for the political freedom about all they can understand is that some
part in formulating the laws which governed them was a point upon which all
agreed in the early days of our country and upon which all desirable im-
migrants agree today. I’or religious freedom iriany of the early settlers
came and children understand that it means freedom to worship in whatever
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To mention the names of Raphael, Michelangelo and DaVinci is
enough to stir the hearts of any Italian. In the field of music the same
children could he taught to he proud when Verdi is mentioned. Many Metro-
politan Opera stars are Italian hy hirth or ancestry and they give us
pleasure hy singing music of their former country or their present one.
The paintings of Jean Francois Millet and Jules Breton are simple and popu-
lar enough to he recognized hy every child as French art which we enjoy.
Gounod’s Soldiers’ Chorus may he fauiiliar to every intermediate school
child. The art of IvJurilla and Velasquez are definite contributions from
Spain. Nor must we omit the Germans. Wagner is still honored and enjoyed
wherever good music is heard. Children enjoy this part of Social Studies
work and aside from the cultural values there is a definite urge toward
worthy use of leisure time. Music, either in the actual performances or
in the enjoyment of hearing or reading about it opens up a field which may
affect the future life of the child. Perhaps he may learn to prefer class-
ical music to jazz and beautiful works of art to some of the newspaper and
magazine offerings of today.
By this definite emphasis on art and music of the past and of
countries outside our own, I do not mean to ignore the contributions of
our own talented people of former or of present tiiries. I am sure this will
he clear when actual teaching materials are suggested in the next chapter.
All children no matter how far removed from the immigrant will enjoy the
art contributions of Augustus St. Gaudens, Cyrus Dallin, Winslow Homer and
James McNeil Whistler. Equally will they enjoy music compositions and
renditions of American musical artists. Together, art and music of past
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and present, of foreign and American talent j they make up the cultural
heritage of our boys and girls. One part supplements the other and neither
would be as rich and complete as it is now if the other had not been pre-
sent. Thus a mutual sharing and working together always attains a better
product
.
In the field of literature the intermediate school child would be
able to appreciate only the contributions made by people of our own land.
A few exceptions to this statement may be found when one considers sixth
grade pupils. Longfellow, Lowell, Holmes, Jhittier and Emerson should not
be simply names to the intermediate child. He can be taUfght to be able to
quote from each one, even if a complete poem is not learned. Louisa May
Alcott, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Ernest Seton Thompson, L'rances Hodgdon Burnett
David Binney Putnam and many others have given our children live tales of
happy home life of animals and of adventure that will live long after they
themselves have passed on. Such is not a complete list of America’s great
writers but it is long enough to illustrate the point. To know this liter-
ature, to appreciate it and to be proud of the authors is part of the
heritage of every American child and to encourage such appreciation should
be worked for in every classroom. Some of us may never have a pupil who
will make a great contribution to the fields of art, music or literature.
But genuine enjoyment of good things, a seeking for the good in the world,
a worthwhile interest in beneficial leisure time activities are never
wasted. They may furnish someone with genius just the spark he needed to
send him on to great things. Even if this is never done, the person so
influenced by beauty in one form or another can never be quite the same
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again. Of these enjoyments and appreciations v/orld friendships are built
that friendship and understanding which are the only hopes for a peaceful
world again. Gan we say that any such effort is lost?
Good education,whether for democracy or otherwise, is compounded
of thought as well as action. The American democracy requires citizens
who have acquired a cortimon body of facts, understandings, loyalties and
skills. There must be a corriiiion basis of culture and experiences for the
thoughtful action of citizens, whether that action be of a civic nature
or otherwise. Direct instruction in individual worth is desirable.
Needed Respects
For Law . It has been said many times and by many writers and
speakers that ^lerica is a lawless nation. Besides the people who actual-
ly disobey the law are those, and they are many, who speak slightingly of
restraint of any kind, who imply that law restricts personal liberties.
President Hoover in his inaugural address said the most serious of all the
dangers threatening us was our disregard for law and our disobedience of
law. In all our bragging, there is one matter about which no American
ever boasts, and that is our crime rate. Respect for law and a willing-
ness to abide by majority decisions are the essence of democracy.
""Ne seem less capable than other modern nations
of keeping ourselves from corrjmitting Hiajor crimes.
American deiuocracy measured by our capacity for
socialized self-control, begins to look like rampant
and rabid individualism.” —
Many people define freedom as the absence of restraint. That is
the definition formulated by the isolated pioneer who had plenty of space
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and could do as he pleased. Measured by some of our practices, our ideal
of freedom, instead of being a condition of "liberty and justice for all"
is alniOst exclusively that of opportunity to get ahead of the other fellow.
When this getting ahead becomes the main objective, it implies doing it by
any means. Sometimes it seems as if the prevailing conception of liberty
is synonymous with anarchy.
The good citizen not only obeys the laws of which he approves but
also those of which he does not approve. He has the right to express his
opinion about these laws that seem unwise to him and he also has the right
to work for their repeal; but he has no right to disobey them. The good
citizen must stand behind the forces in his iriimediate community, in the
state and the nation which are workin? for law enforcement. Often the
tendency is to be sentimental over law-breakers if they are young or good-
looking. This does not decry the sympathy which proraotes ways of helping
criminals. These later are ri^t and should be encouraged but a strict
enforcement of the law should never be criticized.
So it is the task of the elementary school to lay a firm founda-
tion in this riatter of respect for law. A person cannot be a law-breaker
in small matters in his home and school life and become a fine, law-abiding
citizen as soon as he is twenty-one. Talking to children in the manner of
lecturing or preaching will not accomplish the desirable results. There
must be an emotional appeal to that still small voice present in everyone.
The child must want to obey because of the inner satisfaction of a deed
well done, not want to obey only because he will escape unplesant external
consequences. A class consciousness can be built up so strong that the
i
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occasional offender will feel the disapproval of his own schooliitates and
that often times is the most effective punishment.
Can one believe that this teaching of respect for law and order is
not highly important if the crime figures are studied? It was estimated
that in the year of 1930 the cost of crime punishment alone in our country
was approximately the money cost of our part in the last (Vorld 7/ar. The
Lyman, Shirley and Lancaster Schools cost our own state nearly a million
dollars every year. Pres\imably every boy and girl could be free and this
money saved if home church, school and community operated a constructive
system of education and recreation. Hard work is being done for these boys
and girls in the corrective schools but it would have been better if it
had been done before they committed their misdemeanors. The school is only
one of the agencies that help the child to want to become a law-abiding
citizen but its influence cannot be overestimated. Let us not be neglect-
ful of our opportunities.
For Religion and Morality . Nicholas Roosevelt in the last chapter
of his book-^ points out that no political and social reforms can be truly
effective unless there is a spiritual revival in Airierica, a new faith in
the old ideals which made America great. Church, family and schools have
failed to inculcate self-reliance and discipline in /.merican youth. False
standards have become fashionable, based on display, deceit and idlenss.
The real problem, according to Hr. Roosevelt, is a moral one. "America
must find its soul unless it wishes to lose itself in a morass of material-
ism." The new creed asserts that the rights of individuals are not in-
^/Nicholas Roosevelt, a New Birth of ib^eedom
,
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violable nor valuable. Only society as a whole counts. lien’s spiritual
attributes, men’s taoral rights, seem to have no significance.
In the book, ’’Conduct and Citizenship,” I found this significant
paragraph. "The measure of a nation is not its extent or its wealth, but
the character of its people. Only as we are strong in character, may we
hope to be worthy members of our nation. ’Righteousness exalt eth a nation”
The years from ten to fourteen of a child’s life are the period
when moral lessons are needed and when they can be very effective. At this
age children are most susceptible to both gcod and bad influences. They
are old enough to understand the fundarriental fact that good behavior and an
upright character are the only sound bases of success and happiness.
”It is only as the people of our nation hold fast to those high
moral standards which have been the standards of the greatest and best
2 /
j'lmericans of all time that they will truly serve their country. All good
citizenship must be based on geod morals. Only as a man' is a geod citizen
can he lay claim to the truest type of Axrierican citizenship. One’s relig-
ious and spiritual life must be fully developed if one is to attain a iiill
measure of success and happiness. So the home, the church and the school
are the most important stones in the foundation of human society.
Religion as such cannot be taught in the schools, ror many years
in our country there has been a complete separation of church and state.
However, teaching religion in the school and living it in everyday life are
1/
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q.uite different. As has been stated before the teacher’s influence will
be felt one way or another, either for religious respect and reverence or
against it. A child is quick to sense this feeling and also to respect
real goodness whether found in a classmate or in his teacher. They way the
Bible is read in the morning, the way the prayer is said, the way the flag
is saluted, all show to the child the teacher’s attitude. Actions are said
to speak louder than words. le need to keep this in mind so that our in-
fluence will ever be for the right.
Character is a nation’s strength. The nations of the world that,
like the Roman Bmpire, have been overthrovm were not defeated by outside
enemies, tut by their own failures to live up to high standards of national
character.
President Calvin Coolidge expressed the idea of religious and
moral influence which I have in mind when he said,
”'v7e do not need more rriatsrial development, we
need more spiritual development. He do not need more
intellectual power, we need more character. We do not
need more government, we need rriore culture. We do not
need more law, wet need more ..religion. He do not need
more of the things that are seen, we need more of the
things that are unseen.”
For the Rights of Others . In this discussion of respect for the
rights of others I have in mind tolerance for a neighbor’s race, his creed,
and his politics, the ability to discuss these matters without anger and
the wish to make use of the talents of all citizens for the great advance-
ment of our country. In school life an intolerant attitude shows itself
in an excess spirit of rivalry, in poor sport scianship, and in unkindness
toward the feelings of others.
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Human beings living in a world v/hich is suffering from intoler-
ance and bigotry are in need of education of their emotional attitudes
toward themselves and their relation to other people. They are in need
of education for maturity; prejudices should be considered as childish
;
and undeveloped attitudes. It is important that children develop right
concepts, uhat children think about nations and races is important to
consider because it comes from adult beliefs with which they have come in
contact. ^iUd if they are not helped to see these matt'ers in a different
light they will carry these feeling into their adult life.
The Psychological Service Center of St. Louis made quite a study
of the prejudices of children in grades five through eight and in this
research over twenty-five hundred children were studied. As a whole the
children were rertarkably pro-Snglish. The preferred nations in order were
America England, France, Ireland, Germany, Scotland, South iimerica, Spain
Italy and Sweden. The least preferred races, from the lowest up, were
Hindu, Turk, Hegro, Chinese, Japanese, Pole, Greek, Armenian, Russian,
Jew, and Mexican.
Children are liOre tolerant and less nationalistic than adults.
This means their attitudes are more indif ferentiated and that they are
less prejudiced than are thepeople who surround and influence them. Dr.
Meltzer, Director of the ot. Louis Center, calls the family and neighbor-
hood influences "the climate of opinion." These seems to be the chief
factors which determine the direction and distance of race and nationality
preferences. Rural children are rrore markedly nationalistic in their
preferences than city children. This is probably due to the fact thaft^®
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child who is different in race or nationality is iiiore conspicuous in a
country school because of the small number of them. In a city school there
would be more of them and they would be taken for granted.
Apparently events in Europe have made children more aware of
specific situations, particularly in relation to England and Germany. In
the studies made the difference in thinking in 1938 survey was the increas-
ed awareness of war and peace attitudes of different nations. In 1938 much
mors than in 1934 children thought of nations in terms of offensive war,
pacifism and sympathy with the fortunate and innocent nations that had been
attacked. The reactions toward the Chinese, English, French, Germans,
Italians and other nations changed aliTiost entirely in the direction that
the "cliniate of opinion" changed as expressed in the newspapers. In list-
ing the q^ualities of the people of different coiuntries there was a decided
decrease of such characteristics as gay, jolly, industrious, intelligent
and friendly when speaking about the Germans. In 1938 there was an in-
crease in thinking of Germany as being a trouble-maker, a persecutor of
people, a nation which may cause a new World War and unfavorable references
to Hitler.
Children must be educated for tolerance, for the respect for the
rights, opinions and talents of others, so that they may live with their
neighbors peacefully, happily and usefully. Prejudice is a form of hate
and it has been learned in much the same manner as the child learned to
walk and to talk. It is a learned behavior, not an instinctive reaction.
The school miist offer to the child something interesting and vital enough
to take the place of this unreasoned hatred. This substitution can be
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nothing of a goody-goody variety out must appeal to reason, good sense and
a spirit of fair play.
In the elementary school children must have a knowledge of people
of other lands. If a child knows nothing aoout a country, neither its
location, any of its traditions, nor what kind of people live there, of
course they will think of the people of that country as different from
themselves and therefore queer. Similarities between our people and those
of other lands should be stressed - not the differences. Many children are
impressed by the age of the Old World countries and this leads to a certain
type of respect. Others are interested in historical and cultural shrines
to which people of our country travel. I allowed my pupils to choose
twenty stereopticom lanter slides, out of the number offered in the cata-
logue, for us to buy for our Social Studies work. Naturally I was pleased
when they chose those of cathedrals, the Parthenon, Coliseum, Pantheon,
and others. Their expressed ideas were that these valuable buildings and
relics might be destroyed in this present war, that they have meant some-
thing in world history as well as that of the particular country in which
they are located, and that we should be familiar with them. I think this
showed a respect for the religion and the history of these countries which
bespeaks a healthy respect and which will combat intolerance of race or
religion. These Old World countries have many things which all the world
admires and I am sure children get that feeling.
The schools sho .Id increase their facilities of library and ref-
erence equipment so that it is easy for pupils to get accurate information
about races and nationalities. This need not be entirely of the encyclo-
h iin<b &ama tKcf .itcrroi oi ^6co^\:£co^ e to ytttirfio/:
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pedic variety. Short stories and those of ’oook length are available and
are enjoyed by children.
The whole idea emphasizes again theprinciples of the Golden Rule
as they relate to schoolroom and schoolyard behavior Children of sixth
grade age and a little younger often think seriously if questions such as
the following are asked them. Do you expect others to be honest in games
and are you just as honest? Do you give others as many turns in desirable
team positions as want for yourself? are you a good loser? Are you a
generous winner? Do you give all of your classmates a chance in your
sport whether you like them or not? Do you help the boy y^ho is being
tormented or do you go by and consider it none of your business? Do you
make fun of another’s difference in some aspect? And finally, Are you kind?
vYe owe a great debt to the rest of society which we can only re-
pay by our own faithful service and by our kindness. The entire civilized
world of today is bound together with ties of needs and interests, if hatred
and meaness and intolerance can be conquered, which are so strong as to
make the world one great coriimunity. In every social or business relation-
ship there must be a right attitude toward and respect for the feelings, be-
liefs and desires of others. Dnmities and dislikes are usually the result
of misunderstandings ; intolerance and ignorance are closely akin. Toleration
and understanding go hand in hand. Our attitude toward our fellows whether
they be in our immediate vicinity or at the other side of the world, will
depend largely upon our understandings. The task of the teacher today is
a great one. United States may exert the pressure and influence that will
bring peace out of the present chaos. This cannot be done with a spirit
fcrtR dj-deiiavf! eia aioof bnil aeiioifs HorfC .x^e^yjsv olfeeq
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of seli'ishness or greed. It denands the seeing of the point of view of
the other fellow and a genuine desire to make the world a better place in
which all may live. "The test of democracy in Anarica will be found in the
extent to vtiich the educative technic^ue can counteract appeals of fear,
1/
prejudice and mob emotions." Until we really want a democracy enough to
forget these prejudices we shall continue to be in the danger in which we
find ourselves now. John Dewey expresses it well when he says "Learn to
act with and for others while you learn to think and judge for yourselves."
For One^s Best '.York . The good citizen of United States in addi-
tion to his respect for law, for religion and morality and for the ri^ts
and talents of others, must feel that he has a duty to perform which in-
volves his vx>rk. If he is to be 'worthy of the heritage which is his and
the advantages of our land he must do sornething to make it secure. At the
beginning of this attitude the elementary school child must have respect
for work in general. Then he must see his own tasks in relation to the
v/hole scheme of citizenship and finally he must see that his best work is
all that he should offer as his contribution to the struggle going on today
There is a dignity in work, no matter how hurrible the work may be.
The person himself dignifies the work. False pride should be discouraged.
The only aspect of the situation that is disgraceful is the poor quality
which is considered "good enough." Nothing but the best is good enough
today if this country is to go forward to a leading place in the affairs
of the world.
There is a corrimon error abroad today in thinking that it doesn’t
li/.'fl. Stud ebaker
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pay to work too hard for soniebody else. ‘,Ve should realize that in the
long run we are always working for ourselves. Only one’s inner self is
hurt by careless and poor vrork. One's reputation is always iinportant.
The chances for making a million are few. But to men of force, ability,
character and the readiness to v;ork more than the required hours, iiiany
openings are still available. The man who is willing to work hard and to
deny himself present indulgences for the sake of future benefits rarely
finds it impossible to get work and to get ahead. But the man who lacks
initiate, one is lazy' or who believes that society owes him a living is
the real drag on our society today. Can we not teach our pupils the fal-
lacy of the arguments advanced as excuses for this sort of life? Idleness
and irresponsibility are the greatest curses of the country today. The
schools should stress the importance of doing a job well and properly, in-
stead of merely getting it done. There is a difference between the right
and the wrong way of doing work. This is the basis of all good workman-
ship and of all honorable living. Integrity is the opposite of careless-
ness, sloppiness and deceit. Sports carried on in the constructive way can
help in personal discipline, integrity and character training. Playing the
game must be stressed instead of victory. Center the attention on the
rules rather than on the score. The ideal is that each player shall do the
best he can regardless of the result of the game - that he shall play clean-
ly and well, 7dthout "lying down on the game." Playing fairly develops
initiative, self-control and endurance. It is gcod for self mastery. Team
work puts a premium on precision, self-discipline and uprightness. It show!
the importance of individual performance for the good of the team and work-
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ing toward a coojnion end.
Evidences of team work may be found in other places than on the
playground. In our classrooms, as we observe the rules of punctuality,
orderliness, and the hslpfiilness necessary to the proper conduct of a
class, we are showing evidences of good teaiii work.
From these considerations of team work a child is quick to realize
his own responsibility for its success. One person’s failure, either to
be at school on time or to get a good score to count in class average,
makes a difference that is plain to any child. To emphasize each one’s
responsibility in this respect is better than to foster a competitive
spirit. Too often a pupil wishes to do well, not for the knowledge and
experience his iTjark represents, but for the sake of tritiniphing over his
classmates. Because of this tendency some elementary schools do not mark
report cards with the traditional percents or letters but with the terms
satisfactory or unsatisfactory. Then this marking is flexible enough to
take into consideration a child’s own ability.
The faithful performance of daily tasks, whether in the home, the
school or in any larger group organization, is a real test of good citizen-
ship. A child must first learn to obey the rules of his school, to work
to the bast of his ability, to cooperate with his schoolniates
,
before he
can become a worthy citizen of his country. The welfare of each individual
and of the nation as well, depends upon the way in which people exert their
utmost ability as they work together. More important than any individual
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CHAPTER ¥
IvSTHODS FOR CIVIC INSTRUCTION IN THE INTSRI^DIATE OiADES
To ^eak of the method that should be used to teach any phase of
I
civic education would seem superfluous to any good teacher. She is alive
to the different ones suggested by the specialists in teaching and she has
tried many of them. She has found that what works for one type of work is
not effective for another .kind. She knows that the best work is often ac-
complished by a combination of many methods. So it is safe to say that no
one nethod can teach all subjects with equal success. The methods I am
suggesting are not new; they are the old cornerstones of our profession.
The only thing that may be new is the emphasis on the vitalizing of them.
The first method I wish to mention is the one which emphasizes
group work so that every child feels a responsibility for the success of
the piece of work. The cooperative instead of the competitive spirit needs
to be fostered. It is a charge against the ultra-progressive schools that
they foster individuality at the expense of the social group. This may be
an unfounded criticism but it makes us examine our own procedures. Are we
encouraging pupils to make excellent records so that they rriay boast to thei r
fellow classmates? Or are we encouraging them to do their best so that
they will have more to contribute for the good of the group? Either method
develops attitudes that make either for selfishness and individualisnt or
for sympathy and understanding.
Ky second plea is for the method that makes for good, honest hard
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work. Perhaps this is a possible concomitant of any method. If it is,
then perhaps it will be more often accomplished. Many pupils are willing
to let others contribute information in class, do the hand vrork on a pro-
ject, or do the barest work in the game. These pupils are mentally and
perhaps physically lazy and by some method or device they must be brought
out of this apathy if they are to be cooperative, helpful contributing
citizens of later years.
The method that will make pupils love knowledge and learning for
its own sake, will make them interested in the cultural values of life, and
that will make them patriotic to the hi.ghest degree, that method should be
broadcast to all teaches and school officials of the land. Unfortunately
there is no one such method; these results are built up by conscientious,
careful work along all lines.
Perhaps no one will agree that these are methods of teaching. They
will say that these are qualities and habits of work. Probably these
critics are right but t'^ese qualities are so much more important than any
method of which I might speak that I could not refrain from placing them
first on the list.
No .Tjatter how old the direct teaching method may be there will
always be a place for it in our schools. Children cannot think in a
vacuurii; they must have knowledge. If they were always able to get this
knowledge for themselves, know just where to look for it, and be able to
interpret it for their use when they did find it then teachers would no
longer be necessary. Teachers are- still needed to teach, to explain and to
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and ansv7er method where pupils gave back the exact information in the book.
This teaching must help pupils to collect information from many sources,
organize it for use and then use it. No material should be collected just
for the sake of collecting. It should be of some use. There is so much
material in the world today that it is iiiipossible to learn it all so a
piece of research canal*7ays be worthwhile.
The research method is a valuable one to teach pupils of the inter-
mediate grades. Some knowledge must be at the tongue’s end to be of value
but other needs to be where it can be found. One of the most valuable
techniques to be taught is v/here to find information that is needed. The
reference books in the classroom should be thoroughly used. Perhaps con-
flicting statements may be found. So the weighing of the evidence is a
valuable habit to be taught.
One part of the teacher's work is to provide lists of reading
materials. These may be in connection with some phase of the social studiei
or they may be readings for pixre pleasure and culture. These readings
should include poems by our own poets and by those of other lands. Fortu-
nate are the pupils whose teacher inspires them with a love of gcod litera-
ture, either prose or poetry, v/ho can and does read to them frevquently.
Ifuch poetry has a direct patriotic value.
Pictures are invaluable in all teaching. Some pupils learn more
through the eye than through the ear, but to most one method supplements
the other. I'ounted pictures give pupils the chance to carefully study
places and people that they will never actually see. Sterographs and sterer
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picture projector a whole field of niaterial is available. This latter sug-
gestion is very applicable for history material with the Chronicles of
America as examples.
Dramatic productions are of real value in a vitalized program of
civic instruction. Pupils who take the roles in the play become those
persons in their iraagination. The pupils in the audience get the thoughts
of the play because it is brought to them by their own classmates and be-
cause it is offered in entertainraent form. Some classes are skillful at
writing plays. This is valuable experience because it requires so much
research to make the words, scenery and costumes authentic.
Such are the methods that may be used for civic instruction as wel]
as for the teaching of other content subject matter. There is nothing new
in these suggestions and the teaching may still be deadly dull. It all de-
pends on the teacher who uses the method whether the children vjill be in-
spired or not.
If the well being of society depends upon the ability of all its
j
members to make intelligent decisions, the primary function of the school
I
is to develop the ability to choose intelligently. The teacher must con-
i
j
cern herself with aiding the pupil to deal V7ith problems in the rriost intel-
^ ligent way for him. If the child is allowed to depend upon his own intel-
ligence he v/ill become an individual, able to adequately make decisions; he
will have learned the method of solving problenis. //hen he has developed
this ability he is ready for successfal living in a changing society.
The school should insist upon a personal solution of conflicting
problems, whether this solution coincides with the teacher’s ideas or not.
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The school should make clear to the pupil that he v/ill never reach or
should never reach a final answer for many of the problems of the day. He
and others must continually reconstruct their experiences in the light of
additional knov;ledge and changing conditions, x^ny solutions reached are
valuable for the time that they help toward the final goal.
If during the entire educative process the schools use methods
that require the child to rely upon his own intelligence in solving per-
sonal and social problems, there will be little cause to worry about the
ability of oi-r citizens and our democracy to adjust to changes made neces-
sary by any technical, industrial or social development.
"If education implies teaching which means guid-
ing a free learning process, we must not confuse the
meaning of teach with the meanings of indoctrinate,
propagandize, impose and advocate, all of which smack
of the rigidities of dic^torship rather than of the
freedom of deiriocracy. " —
!,:r. Studebaker goes on to say that everomhere throughout the
nation educators are becoming more conscious than ever of their obligation
to the future citizens of our democracy. These pupils must bear the
"diversity of facts and the interpretations of life as represented by the
various njajority and minority groups which support public education."
Iv'uch of this discussion of controversial questions cannot be done in an
elementary school but an open mindedness can be developed that will later
give every question a fair hearing.
Vitalization of the curriculum means including more practical
consideration of the real problems that face democracy such as propaganda,
mob violence, mass appeal. The newspapers furnish examples of the results
1 / Dr. J. Studebaker, "Education and Democracy," School and Society,
- August 1, 1936
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of these forces. Controversial issues cannot he avoided even with twelve
year old children. 3o the methods and materials chosen for civic instruc-
tion must he such as to enable the average citizen to act more intelligent-
ly with respect to the real problems of the day. If we fail to do this we
play into the hands of dictators who only hope of establishing a dictator-
ship here is a condition of wide-spread civic ignorance.
.Yhen dictatorship has finally been imposed, it is the policy to
keep from the people all facts and information, all points of view and
opinions contrary to the actions of the rulers.
''3o it must be the function of education to
make available all facts, inforniat ion, and opinions
and to organize discussion so that all the informa-
tion may be intelligently used by the indivi(^uals
to arrive at their judgments and choices."
The technique of teaching for de:uOcracy is simply good teaching.
It encourages critical inquiry and the habit of proving and reproving con-
clusions. Does all our teaching help pupils to grow up into independent
self-respecting self-disciplined citizens? For such a goal we must de-
velop independent thinking.
"V/e must make the transition from the old
democracy of the pioneer period when emphasis was
on the tool subjects, to the new democracy of a
complex social organization where tha emphasis
must be on social understandings."
_!/ Dr. J. vY. Studebaker, op. cit.
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Anerica, the Land of Opportunity
Scene - 1 New York harbor as a boat from Havre comes up the harbor in
sight of the Statue of Liberty.
S The story would be just as effective if the scene took place
after the passengers had landed.
For the first suggestion the back drop would represent open water
with the Statue of Liberty in the distance at the extreme left. At the
right the prow of a ship should be seen. This can be built of laths and
covered with paper which can be painted. This prow will be hollow with a
bench of some kind inside just high enough so the people on the ship will
show as they would at the rail. The gang plank can be represented by the
high step-ladder which is usually found in any school. The side of the
ladder with the steps should show toward the audience to be used as the
passengers leave the ship and the other part of the ladder luay be inside
the paper prow.
If this construction seems too diffucult the actual ship need not
be represented. On the backdrop out in the water at the right but near
the center can be painted a large ship and the Statue of Liberty may be in
the same position as above. Then the immigrants presumably have left the
ship and come on to the stage as if from the customs offices or the im-
migration station, depending a little on the kind of imiriigrants one wishes
to portray in the play.
Characters - The Spirit of Liberty. She should be a girl dressed in a
flowing white robe with a girdle of red, white and blue bunting or one of

plain red or blue. On her head should be a crown, narrow on the sides and
quite wide and pointed in the front. This looks well covered with gold or
silver paper, but the center of the front should have some red, white and
blue to represent a shield. In her hand this Spirit of Liberty should
carry a torch to light the way of these new coraers to our shores.
Freedom. This may be a boy or girl dressed in ordinary school





The above characters are the persons whom the Spirit of Freedom
calls to explain to the new comers the different phases of the large privi'
lege of Freedom. More of these characters miay be added if for some reason
a particular lesson needs to be tai:^ht at a certain time. These may be
boys or girls dressed in school clothes and each with an American flag.
Spirit of Religious Freedom. This should be a girl carrying a
flag of white with a gold cross on it, representing the Church.
Immigrants. I think there should be at least two from each coun-
try represented. It is less awkward if more than one person enters at a
time and does some of the talking. Any group may have more than two if it
is desirable to include more children. These immigrants should have some
characteristic article of wearing apparel, the piece which in the research
proves most distinctive. Sometimes the hats or head coverings, sometinies
the shoes, or the aprons, stockings, walking sticks are the important and
rH 'i
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easy property to procure or to make. Sometimes if a man and women are in
each group the distinctive feature is easier to find.
The countries which these immigrants represent may he different
each time the play is used and will depend upon the choice of the class
and the countries which have been studied.
S^-g-lssted List - Greece Russia Ireland Czechoslovakia
Switzeri^nd Sweden Holland
This list includes one of the countries for which antagonism may
he felt. It may at sometime seem wise to exclude or to include either or
both Germany and Russia. But a lesson in good will and tolerance may he
just v/hat a class needs. Bach iirmiigrant should carry the flag of his coun-
try, made of paper if no other is available. Bundles and pieces of lug-
gage are not necessary as they have been left somewhere until the Spirit
of Liberty, v/ho later beconies the Spirit of America, welcomes them and
wishes them success and happiness in their new home.
Properties - ^Vnother property that is needed besides those described in
connection with the characters is some sort of a rack with holes or grooves
in it where the flags of the nations may be placed after the Spirit of
Aaerica has finished her talk to the immigrants. The nuniber of holes will
depend upon the number of flags to be placed there.
The large American flag which is used in the last scene can very
well be the one used on the pole in the school yard. The six by nine foot
is a good size. This should be fastened by the rings, v/hich are used on
the flag rope on the pole, to a stout cord fastened securely from one side
of the stage to the other, facing the audience. .Vhen the flag is let
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down it should hang down the nine foot way with the blue field in the right
corner of the top. Until the last scene this flag should be rolled up and
tied and be high enough up so that it is not seen by the audience. The
knot which is used for this tying should be the slip kind, one end of which
may be pulled by a person off stage to release the flag which comes down
into its position in front of the back drop representing the ocean.
A large book or portfolio is needed for the Dutch people.
If it seems better the Spirit of Liberty may stand on a small
platform as the immigrants enter. After she has welcomed them and becomes
the Spirit of Awerican she should step down and be with the new friends of
AiTfirica.
Scene - As the curtein parts the stage should be seen as described, either
Plan I or Plan II, with the Spirit of Liberty on a platform at the left
and Freedom, Religious Freedom, Freedom of Speech, Opportunity for Work
and Op;portunity for Rappiness grouped on either side, nearly facing the
audience. The order in which the iraniigrants enter is not important and
may be changed as seems desirable.
Greek Immigrants
No. 1 - This seems such a large place and so different from our
city of Piraeus. Surely this cannot be the port for some
larger city. I was glad to see that beautiful statue in
the harbor. How brightly the sun shone upon it and how
the torch seeraed to glisten. I thought of the story of
ancient Athens and Piraeus when it is said the sun shin-
ing on Athena’s golden spear on the Acropolis could be
seen from the sea and seemed to welcome the sailors home
from their voyages.
No. E - I noticed the statue too. I wonder if this country placed
it just where it stands so that new comers like us might
feel as if it welcomed us.
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Spirit of Liberty - Welcome to our country] I am glad you noticed
our beautiful statue. It was placed there to welcome
strangers but the nicest thing about it is that it was
a gift for friendship from the citizens of France. We
hope you will find us a friendly people and that you
will enjoy your stay with us.
Your flag tells me that you are from Greece,
that ancient land of culture and beauty, the land where
bodies were trained to their full usefulness. Tell us
what gifts you brin^g to enrich our land.
No. 1 - We shall be glad to share with you our heritage of Homer’ »
literature, of Phidias’ art and of Plato’s philosophy.
We are proud of all our ancient artists and statesmen
but they can still be ours even if we share them with you,
We want you to love them as we do and use them for any
good which they may bring to your country.
No. E - We want you to know our present-day people and to know
that they try to be good citizens too. We are an in-
dustrious people and want to build up our comniercial
business so that we shall be self-supporting and of some
use to the world. We are not afraid of work and shall
do any kind here that is honorable and useful.
Spirit of Liberty - You speak well. Your ancient civilization is
known and admired by us here. V/e indeed hope that your
people of today will build up a great nation. You will
find a home here and work wherever fruit is raised and
packed. You may have much to tell us about its culti-
vation. May you be happy and always willing to work for
the glory of America.
Czechoslovakian Immigrants enter .
Spirit of Liberty - May I be the first to welcome you to our be-
loved country]
Czechoslovakian No. 1 - 'We bring you the friendship and gifts of
Czechoslovakia. We speak of our country still by its
full name and vje hope that some day it will be united.
Your country was a friend to ours during the early days
of our republic and all of our people are grateful.
4=
\
Spirit of Freedom - You did indeed make a brave struggle for free-
dom and our people admire your courage. Here we are not
invaded by foreign powers. But our Freedom is not securt
unless you, our new ftrends, and our present people work
together for its success. We look to you for help and
inspiration.
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Czechoslovakian No. 2 - 7/e learned the naanufacture of shoes from
our people v/hom you so kindly trained so that we might he
a manufacturing nation. He know how to work v/ith glass
too. Will you direct us to the places in your country
where we may find work?
Opportunity for Y/ork - He welcome you as people who are willing
to TOrk. Such people will always he useful. You will
find some here who have lost the urge to work. May you
set them a good example of industry. New York State with
its glass factories and Massachusetts with its shoe in-
dustry will offer you your opportunity.
Irish Immigrants enter .
Spirit of Liberty - T/elcome, friends! May we hear your story?
Immigrant No. 1 - lie have so many relatives and friends here who
have written of their happiness that we have come to see
for ourselves. We have been frugal and have saved for a
vacation here.
Immigrant No. 2 - We want to see your churches and your cathedrals
your universities and your parks. Have you anything as
fine as our University of Dublin where the precious Book
of Kells is kept?
Religious Freedom - I am so glad that the precious possession of
of which you spoke is a religious one. We know your won-
derful illuminated book, done by the monks of years gone
by. We honor it too, both for its beauty and because it
is a part of the Bible which is the religious book of our
people too. Here in America we are allowed to worship in
any church we choose. The only request we make of you is
that you be faithful to your religion, for religious
people are true to ideals, and that you be tolerant of all
faiths. Only in this way can we be happy and live to-
gether in harmony. Please join your new neighbors and
friends here on my left.
Swiss Iitimigrants enter .
Spirit of Liberty - Your flag and all it stands for make you very
welcome to our shores. Have you come to enjoy our beau-
tiful land with us?
Iriiiiiigrant No. 1 - We are scientists who have come here for study
and practical experience. Our country is famous for its
microscopes and small telescopes and such instruments as
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deuiand skill and precision in their niaking. We know that
many of them come here and so we have come to learn the
new uses to which they are put and perhaps to help you
with some of oui- expert knowledge. We have much to learn
and we hope we have something to contribute.
Opportunity for Happiness - I am glad to welcome you to our land.
Indeed you may help us. But I would like to remind you of
what you have already contributed to our happiness and tha ;
of the world. In your little country the Red Cross was
started, that organization that tries to bring comfort and
some happiness after famine, flood, or other disaster has
done its work. How appropriate that the flag chosen for
the Red Cross should be your flag with the colors reversed
Then also in your city of Geneva stands the
building dedicated to the use of the League of Nations.
Just now the world does not see the happiness that could
be spread by such a plan. Your country was chosen for the
home of the League because you have always carefully
guarded freedom and justice for all. Perhaps we shall
live to see the noble idea again tried with your little
country as the guiding star.
Spirit of Freedom - Your exaniple of love of freedom in spite of
difficulties will ever be an inspiration to us. Je wel-
come you to our land and hope that in our wonderful ob-
servatories you will find the knowledge and experience
you need.
Russian lajitigrants enter .
Immigrant No. 1 - Do you suppose we shall find a welcome here?
The mistakes of our country must be knovm.
Immigrant No. 2-1 hope we can find peace and quiet here in some
out-of-the-way place where we can have a little farm and
where no one will find us.
Spirit of Liberty - 7/e do know your sad story of hardships, pover-
ty and intolerance. Our land was founded on the idea that
all should find happiness and opportunity here, no matter
of what race or country they were. 'iVe would like to tell
you more about our freedom.
ITeedom of Speech - V/e believe that everyone should be allowed to
have opinions of his own, that he need not agree with his
neighbor and that he should be able to say what he thinks.
But we do want what each one says to be true, that it be
nothing against our government and that it bears out the
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principle of the Golden Rule. 'Ue shall not -welcome you or
allow you to stay if you are agents of your governraent
,
sent here to spy on us or to stir up trouble. If you are
sincere in your wish to live a quiet, happy life, we shall
be glad you came.
Imniigrant No. 1 - Your talk fills us with joy. tVe believe that
government is necessary if there is to be happiness in
any country, lie shall do nothing to harm your plans for
the success of your co\intry.
Religious Freedom - 7/e here in Ajmer ica believe in religion, v/e
think that people who are religious are apt to be the best
citizens. 7/e do not ask you to drop your forms of worship
we only ask you to be true to its best teachings and to
respect the religions of any of the new friends whom we
hope you will make here.
Immigrant No. 2 - The Russians deep down in their hearts are a
religious people and they have been \inhappy to have to
worship in secret. We know that the leaders of our church
were dishonest and greedy and that their misconduct caused
some to lose faith in religion. We shall be glad to go to
church and to have our home worship too. 7/e shall work
for your spirit of tolerance and of religious freedom.
Opportunity for Work - Our farms in the Iv^Jiddle West are large and
require many laborers. There you will be paid wages and
be provided with a home. Be true to our standard of work
and to our belief that a good worker dignifies his work.
Swedish Immigrants enter .
Spirit of Liberty - I am glad to see your flag. It always stands
for law-abiding, industrious and religious people. You
are very welcome. But tell us why you have come,
Iramigrant No. 1 - We have brothers and sisters here and they are
so happy that we v;ant to join them. Until recently our
country has been a very happy place. But lately our rela-
tives and friends in America and all that America stands
for have beckoned us to come ’^ere to the land of peace and
opportunity.
Iiiimigrant No. 2 - All we ask is for peace and the joy of work.
Opportunity for Happiness - Our land is all that you say and we as:
you to help us to keep it that way. Your people are skill •
ed iron and steel workers and at present our country needs
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Your people usually settle in large groups in
our cities where they attend their own churches and where
they continue to speak the Swedish language. '.Ve respect
your rights to do this but we ask you to learn our Y^ays
and to put them in your minds ahead of the loyalty you
feel for Sweden. Don’t forget your former home and its
traditions but remember that America welcomed you when you
came and only asks that you work with your neighbors for
its honor and glory.
Dutch Immigrants enter .
Immigrant No. 1 - We have listened as you spoke to other people
from across the sea. May we come here to work and to en-
joy your privileges?
Spirit of Liberty - Our gates are never closed to any from other
lands who come here with the spirit of liberty and unself-
ishness in their hearts. I see you have a large book in
your hands. 7/hat does it contain?
Immigrant No. S - This is a book of famous Dutch paintings, copies
of some done by Rembrandt. They are part of the heritage
which we are glad to share with the world.
Opportunity for Happiness - Your gift is a fine one. Appreciation
of art is one of the qualities that makes for happiness
and contentment. Take your beautiful book to your new
home and show it to your new friends. They will also have
pictures to show you. Enjoy them all and rejoice with
people of every land that they have a cultural heritage to
bring to their new home.
Spirit of ITreedom - In your capital city is the building built by
i»merican nioney, yet dedicated to .Vorld Peace. Just now
the beautiful dreanx seems dead but if we work with those
of all lands who desire peace and world happiness and
good-Y/ill, perhaps the fires of peace will be rekindled
and the hatreds of today will die. Let us continually
work to that end with the hope that The Hague will again
be the guiding star for peace.
Spirit of Liberty - To all of you who have today entered our land
I give you my welcome. Be true to our flag and all that
it stands for and we shall always be glad you came.
Spirit of i'reedom - I'fe are glad you all have the flags of your
countries with you. Never forget them and always be true
to the best that they represent. But from now on the
Stars and Stripes will be your flag. It gives you a home,
"^.1^
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opportunity for work and for happiness and religious free-
dom. Besides all these it will protect you as long as you
obey our laws. /ill you place your flags below our flag
so that we may all see them and honor them.
(Immigrants in the order in which they entered will now place theii
flags, not longer than eighteen inches, in the holder provided foi
them and held in the center of the back stage by Opportunity for
V/ork and Opportunity for Happiness. As the iirjmigrants from each
country place their flags a song of the country may be sung or a
record played on the victrola.
)
After the flags are in place, the large flag should be released
and come down in back of the rack holding the various countries’
flags.
Religious Freedom - (standing in back of the rack holding the flags
This rack should be held low enough, or if it is on a
stand, be made low enough, so that Religious Freedom can
be seen above and the Church flag be above the others.)
I place the flag of the Church here where you will see it
with those of your former country and your present one.
Keep the thought of it in your hearts and be true to its
teachings.
(She then places the flag in a holder on the floor where
it will show at the height mentioned. Religious Freedom
returns to her place for the final scene.)
Spirit of Liberty - I become to you now the Spirit of America who
wants to work with you for the success of our country and
for peace and happiness in the world.
iVill you watch us, your new friends, salute our
flag and yours?
(Four on the stage have hands free to salute. They must
face the flag but not be back to the audience. V/hen the
salute is over they should turn toward the audience. The
iirmiigrants should be grouped in a semi-circle from the
ends of the flag rack tov/ard the outer corners of the
stage. At the front ends of the semi-circle should be th€
three representatives of our denjocracy - two on the side
with the six iiiimigrants and one on the side with the eight
After the salute is over the Spirit of ;urierica should
step to the center of the front of the stage and with arms
uplifted invite the audience to rise as the piano begins
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IvIATERIALS FOR CIVIC INSTRUCTION IN THE INTERIvIEDIATE GRADES
Books
Some of these hooks tell of the early life of settlers in our
country, some of the life of children of other lands and other times and
some portray desirable characteristics for citizens of any land.
I General List - Early life in different parts of the United States
1. Albert, Edna - Little Pilgrim to Penn's s/oods
(In the early half of the eighteenth century, Selinda
Reinhardt and her family migrated from Germany to
United States. The story tells of the preparation
for the journey, the months of travel and of the final
homemaking in Pennsylvania. Historical and personal
events described as from a child's point of view form
a very fine background.)
2. Andrew, Jane - Ten Boys <?ho Lived on the Road from Long Ago
to Now.
(The last three stories are of American boys of different
times.
)
3. Bailey, Carolyn Sherwin - Children of the Handcrafts
(This describes the early colonial crafts and v/hat children
did in the work.)
4. Baldwin, James - Four Great Americans
(The four are Washington, Franklin, 'Webster and Lincoln.)
5. Barnes, James - Midshipman Farragut
(This is the great admiral's boyhood experience on board
ComiTiOdore Porter's ship, the Essex, during its eventful
cruise in the Pacific.)
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Blaisdell, A. F. - Log Cabin Days Hero Stories from American
History for Young and Old.
(Some of the stories are the capture of Fort Vincennes
by George Rogers
,
Clark, the Canadian Canipaign of
Benedict Arnold, the death of Nathan Hale, Wayne’s
capture of Stony Point and many others.)
,
Short Stories from Airierican History
(This continues the hero story material of the previous book.)
7. Brooks, S. S. - True Story of Abraham Lincoln
True Story of Benjamin Franklin
True Story of George Washington
Master of the Strong Hearts
(This is a stirring tale of Custer’s last rally in the
valley .of the Little Big Horn and his defeat by Sitting
Bull, the crafty Master of the Strong Hearts.)
8. Canfield, Dorothy Fisher - Understood Betsy
(This is a story of a little girl of long ago who
learned to be self-reliant and resourceful and who
met a sudden emergency very bravely.)
9. Catherword, M. H. - Rocky Fork
(This is the life of a little Ohio girl many years ago.)
10. Carr, Children of the Covered Wagon
11. Coatsworth, Slizabeth J. - Sword of the Wilderness
(The scene of the story is in Maine in the late 1600’ s.
The Indians treat the Hubbard family v/ell because Mr.
Hubbard has been fair with them.)
12. Cody, William F. - Adventures of Buffalo Bill
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13. Curtis, Alice Turner - A Little Maid of Old New York
A Little Maid of Old Maryland, and
many more
(These are stories of the early life in these colonies and
describes the old ships, early customs and the growing
feeling for liberty.)
14. Darby, Ada Olaire - Skip-Come-A-Lou
(This is a story describing the life and times of
Arrowrock, Missouri, in 1830, and the title is the
name of an old dance.)
15. Dix, Beulah Marie - Soldier Rigdale
(This is a story of a little boy who sailed in the
Mayflower and served Myles Standish. It gives an
excellent picture of Plymouth and its hardships.
It furnishes a good introduction to history.)
16. Eggleston, Edward - Hoosier School Boy
(This tells tales of school life in the backwoods of
Indiana about 1850.)
17. Farris, J. F. - Real Stories from Our History
(These are chiefly extracts from letters, journals and
other personal accounts by men and women who took part
in the events they tell or witnessed the scenes they
portray.
)
18. Field, Rachel - Hitty - Her First Hundred Years
(This is the record of the travels of an authentic
wooden doll.)
19. Gardiner, Alice and Osborne, Nancy - Father’s Gone A-'.Yalking
(The scene is in Nantucket in 1300.)
20. Gordy, Wilbur F. - Colonial Days
Stories of Later American History
American Leaders and Heroes
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21. Grenfel, V/. T. - Adrift on an Ice Pan
22. Holberg, Ruth Langland - Hester and Timothy, Pioneers
23. Hooker, Porrestine G. - Cricket, a Little Girl of the Old West
Civilizing Cricket
24. Howard, Bonnie C. - On the Trail with Lewis and Clarke
25. Lamprey, Louise - Days of the Colonists
Days of the Commanders
(These are heroes from Revolutionary time up to Jackson.)
Days of the Leaders
(These stories deal with military and naval exploits of
the Civil and Spanish Wars and the time between.)
Days of the Builders
(A series of stories based on the Panama Canal, the Ford
auto, the phonograph, wireless and others.)
26. Lang, Jennie - Story of 'General Gordon
(This tells of "Chinese Gordon," his famous exploits
and his heroic death.)
27. Meadowcroft
,
Bnid Lalvfonte - By ?/agon and Flatboat
28. Meigs, Cornelia - Master Siirion’s Garden
(This is the story of a lovely garden first planted in
Puritan days which influences the lives of three generations.)
The Trade Wind (Time auout 1773)
29. Montgomery, Rutherford - The Trail of the Buffalo
(This is the story of the buffalo of the American West. It
gives a true picture of mountain and prairie life, customs
of the plains, Indians and of the destruction of the buf-
falo by the v/hite men.)
Gray Wolf
(This is a story of the gray wolves that bother the cattlemen.)
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30. Orton, Helen Fuller - Gold-laced Coat
(A Story of Old Niagara, 1758)
Lad of Old 'Williamsburg
31. Parton, Ethel - Melissa Ann
(This pictures life in New England on hundred years ago.)
32. Perkins, Lucy Fitch - American Twins of the Revolution
Pioneer Twins
33. Putnam, David Binney - David Goes to Baffin Land
David Goes to G-reenland
David Goes Voyaging
34. Tappan, Eva March - American Hero Stories
Letters from Colonial Children
35. Tousey, Sanford - Cowboy Toirjmy
Jerry and the Pony Express
Steamboat Billy
Val Rides the Oregon Trail
(These are picture books with just the explanatory reading.)
36. Tucker, C-eorge F. - The Boy Whaleman
II World I'riendship List
1. Ashmun, Margaret - Susie Sugarbeet
(This is the story of a Dutch family who traveled in
the United States. wherever sugarbeets were to be har-
vested.)
2. Boyesen, H. N. - ?/!bdern Vikings
(These are some of the stories Professor Boyesen, himself





Mildred Houghton - Peter and Nancy in Europe,
Australia, Africa, Asia and South
America.
4. Dodge, Mary Mapes - Hans Drinker or the Silver Skates
5. Swing, Juliana Horatio - Jan of the Windmill
6. Hewes, Agnes Danforth - Boy of the Lost Crusade
Sword of Roland Arnot
7. Miller, Elizabeth Cleveland - Children of the Ivfountain Eagle
Pran of Albania
8. Spyri, Johanna - Heidi
Moni, the Goat Boy
III Indian Stories
1. Cannon, Cornelia James - The Pueblo Boy
The Pueblo Girl
2. Eastman, Charles A. - Indian Heroes and Great Chieftan




(These are American desert and puealo Indian stories.)
4. Schultz, J. W. - Sinopah, the Indian Boy
(This is a true story of a Blackfoot Indian, son of a chief.)
7/ith the Indians in the Rockies
(These are later adventures of the same boy who was after-
wards knovm by the name of Pitairiakin.
)
The V/hite Buffalo Robe
—
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IV Patriotism - (Many of the hooks in the General List show this too.)
1. French, Harry 7/. - Lance of Kanana: A Story of Arabia
(This tells how Kanana, a Bedouin boy, despised for his
supposed cowardice, rescued his beloved country Arabia.
It portrays the finest type of heroism and patriotism.)
2. Kelly, 3ric P. - Trumpeter of Ivrakow
Blacksmith of Vilno
(These are stories of the brave Pole who suffered for a cause.)
3. Lownsberry, Bloise - The Boy luiight of Rheims
(This portrays devotion to religion and to a great work
as well as patriotism.)
4. Mirza, Youel B. - Son of the Sword
5. Seawell, Molly Blliott - Little Jarvis
(Jarvis was a hero of the War of 1812.)
7 Service
1. Finnemore, John - The Wolf Patrol
(This is a tale of Lord Baden-Powell’s boy scouts.)
2. Lansing, Marion F. - Magic Gold
(This is how Roger, son of Baron Richard of Haddon Towers
served his apprenticeship as an alchemist and learns to
reverence their greatest law, which is to seek and speak
the truth.
)
All of these books are on the Reading List issued by the Division
of Public Libraries of the Massachusetts Department of Education. For re-
ports on any five of these books any public library will issue a certifi-
cate. ./hile to encourage a child to work for a reward is not wise, this
certificate only served as a record of the reading done.
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In addition to the story "books already listed, I would like to
mention one book which I think should be in every intermediate grade class
room. It is one by James A. Moss, published by the United States Flag
Association, V/ashington, D. C.
,
and entitled "Our Country’s Flag - The
Symbol of all we are - All we hope to be,” The cost of this is twenty-
five cents for a single copy. It contains everything one could wish to
know about the flag, its history, its meaning, and the correct display and
treatment of the flag. One page entitled "The Flag is Uhat we Make it,”
has many statements that are good for children or adults to think about.
One which I especially liked is:
’’Those who founded this wonderful Nation of ours
and others before us, through their ideals, struggles,
sacrifices and achievements, made and handed down to
us a great Country, with a great Flag.
"Whether this Country and its Flag shall continue
to be great, will depend on the American people of to-
day of whom You are one.”
The illustrations of the different flags of our country from
early times to now and the flag on display are clear and should prove
helpful to all.
Poems
These are general patriotic poems and also some which emphasize
other acod qualities for citizens.
Old Ironsides Oliver ,7endell Holmes
Concord Hymn Ralph /7aldo Emerson
V/arren’s Address at Bunker Hill John Pierpont
0 Captain.’ My GaptainI Walt Whitman
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Abraham Lincoln Mildred Plew Meiggs
Lincoln Nancy Byrd Turner
7/ash ington Nancy Byrd Turner
Work Henry van Dyke
The Manly Life Henry van Dyke
America for Me Henry van Dyke
America the Beautiful Katharine Lee Bates
How Did You Die? Simund Vance Cooke
It Couldn’t Be Done Edgar A. Guest
Columbus Joaq^uin Miller
Battle-Hymn of the Republic Julia Ward Howe
In Flanders Fields John McCrae
If Rudyard Kipling
Paul Rever’s Ride Henry W. Longfellow
The Builders Henry W. Longfellow
House by the Side of the Road Sam alter Foss
Ivjy Native Land Sir Walter Scott
God Bless Our Father Land Oliver Wendell Holmes
The Twenty-Second of February V/illiam Cullen Bryant
The Flag Goes By Henry Holcomb Bennett
God Save the Flag Oliver Wendell Holmes
These are poems which may he used in connection with the set of
stamps issued in 1940 in honor of iimerican poets. Some are included in
the previous list.
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The Building of a Ship
The Builders
The Children’ s Hour
The First Snowfall
The Fountain









0 captain I My Captain I
1 Hear America Singing
The Ship of jemocracy
Enee-De$p in June




Then the Frost is on the Pumpkin.
I recoimmand the following book for patriotic ooems ’’Peace and
Patriotism,” by Elva S. Smith, Lothrop, Lee and Shephard Company, 1919.
Short Stories
Every reading book of any system has, from the fourth grade
through the sixth, short stories of American heroes and those of other
lands. These stories get the children familiar with fanious people and
acquainted with their contributions to civilization. The following are
examples of this kind of material taken from well-known school books.
1. Condon, Randell J. (editor) Atlantic Readers, Book III -
The Wonder Tune, Little, Brown and Company, 1938
Henry '!{, Longfellow
2. Janes Russell Lowell
3. Ralph Y/aldo Emerson
4. Walt Whitman
I
5. James v/hitcomb Riley
Sacajawea, the Bird '.Voman
ircdle'^ol' .P
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V/hat the Girl Scout Stands For
The Boy Scout Wears a Uniform
Makers of the Flag
The Tree that Fought for France
The Flower Magician (Luther Burbank)
Jule-Nisse (Christmas of Jacob Riis)
The Violin Maker
The Angel of the Battlefield
David Livingstone
2. Bgan, Joseph B. Character Building, Welles Publishing Company,
1939-1940
Book I on Cleanliness - The Story of Charles Goodyear
Book III on Thankfulness - Thank You, Mr. Franklin
Book IV on Kindness - Orville’s Strange Bat (Orville
’Wright)
Book V on Courage - ’’Courage.’ Life is Beautiful! ” (A
Story of Ludwig Beethoven)
Ben Franklin’s Lantern
Book VI on Usefulness - Horseshoe Chimes (A story of
John Davy, Bnglish composer)
Book VII on Cheerfulness - Little Benjamin West
Book VIII on Courtesy - Cyrus Dallis Tells His Story
3. Bison, WilliaiTi H. and Burris, Mary H. - Child Library Readers-
Book V, Scott, Foresiaan and Company, 1933
Part II - The Story of Light
The Old Street Lamp
Grace Darling
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Part III -The Italian Druniiaer Boy
The Boy Who Saved the Settlement
Betty’s Ride - A Tale of the Revolution
7/hat It Means to Love America
The Good Citizen - by Theodore Roosevelt
4. Freeman, Frank N. and Johnson, Fleanor M. - Child Story Readers
Book V - World At 'Work, Lyons and Carnahan, 1930,
Section B
I Man Experiments: Radium - Curie
Electricity - Edison
Germs
III Man Explores: William Beebe
Admiral Byrd
David Putnam





7II History: John Paul Jones
Daniel Boone
5. Freeman, Frank N. and Johnson, Eleanor M. - Child Story Readers
Book ?I - World Progress, Lyons and Carnahan, 1930.
Uncle Saci’ s 'Watchful Guardian (Forest Ranger)
The Surrender of General Lee
Wizards of the Air (Wright Brothers)
A Farfious Lady of the White House (Dolly Madison)
The Man V/ho Stops the Train (V/estinghouse)
General Pershing
Heroes of the Dots and Dashes
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Life and Work in the Colonies
The Wireless vYizard (Marconi)
Kit Carson, the Brave Little Man
The Little G-iant (Steinmetz)
Pianist and Premier (Paderewski)
Thrift -Harry Lauder




Part I - Inventors and Inventions
Part III - Young Americans




A Young Ibcplorer (Paul Siple and his Antarctic ad-
venture)
\
On the Overland Stage
G-ray Lagle’s Horse
The Lost Poacher hy Jack London
Down in Davy Jones’ Locker
The Flying Brothers
The G-irl Who Did 'What She Wanted (Marie Curie)
a. G-rady, William E. and Klapper, Paul - New Stories of Life and
Adventure, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1938
A Modern Hero (building of Boulder Dam)
The General’s Birthday Gift (Valley Forge)
The Bird Man
The Chisholni Trail
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On to Oregon
Great Men and 7/omen (several short biographies)
Hero t/orkers (coast guard, riveter, lighthouse
keeper)
9. Lewis, vVilliarra Dodge and Rowland, Albert Lindsay - The Wonder
7/orld, John C. Winston Company, 1930
One of Our first Battle Flags
Giving a Pledge to the Flag
Airships and Airmen
History in Pictures
10. Lewis, William Dodge and Rowland, Albert Lindsay - Facts and
Fancies, John C. Winston, 1930
Diary of a Colonial Girl, Prudence Clark
A FiVice-Thankful Colony
11. Lyman, Hollo L. and others, - Treasury of Life and Literature,
Vol. I., Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1937. The book is






12. Spencer, Paul R.
,
Cians, Roma, and Fritschler, Lois D. -
Thought -Study Readers, Book VI, Lyons and Carnahan, 1930
Section II - Community and Citizenship
Riders of the Plains
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Section V - History and Biography
Chinese Gordon, Soldier and Hero
A True Nobleman (Tolstoi)
MacDowell, L'laster of ?.'usic
A Great Adventure in ’’Dark Africa.”
(Livingstone)
Another Adventure in ’’Dark Africa.”
(Stanley)
13. Ghildcraft Series, Vol. Ill - Stories of Life and Lands,
W. F. :5uarrie and Company, 1931
Biographies of Penn, Washington, Lafayette,
Lincoln, Robert E. Lee, Hans Christian, Anderson,
Q,ueen Victoria, John J. Audubon, Clara Barton,
Lindbergh. A section for Great Musicians and
Great Artists.
14. Hubbard, Eleanor e. Little American History Plays for Little
Americans, Benjamin H. Sanborn and Company, 1938
These are short one or two act plays in which the
learning of the part is simple and does not re-
(^uire much time and the properties may be found
in any classroom. The plays are of war and peace-
time heroes and they stress patriotism in its
truest sense.
Part II - contains Boston Tea Party, Paul Revere ’s
Ride
,
"The First in 'Jar
,
” Independence
Day, Our First Flag, Lafayette, the
l^iend of America.
Part III - contains The Star Spangled Banner
Part IV - contains Only a Girl (Elizabeth Zane(
Daniel Boone’s Snuff Box, Gold in Cali-
fornia.
Part V - contains A Little Life of Lincoln, A Litt
Drummer Boy
Part VI - contains The Trial Trip of the Clermont,
Morse’s Telegraph
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Part VII - contains Menjorial Day, America Pays Her
Debt to IPrance15.
Meigs, Cornelia - Young Aixierican, Ginn and Company, 1956.
This is a book of short, stores intended by the
author to show how history looked to young
Aiijericans while it was in the Hiaking. All the
stories in the book are gsod.
16. Veekly Reader - This newspaper is issued each week of the school
year. This year stories of present-day famous
people have been stressed and each time his or
her contribution to or influence for democracy
has been the point made. This helps children
to realize that people are still working hard
to make this country a success and that such
efforts are appreciated.
These stories give one an idea how niuch material there is in any
regular classroom just in the regular textbooks and library books. They
also point out to children that peace tinie contributions are considered
just as worthv/hile as the heroic deeds done on the battlefield. Vhen war
is so much read and discussed just now the heroes of peace should be
studied and appreciated so that the emotional balance may be kept in the
child's life.
United States Postage Stamps
United States postage stamps furnish much material v/hich appeals
to boys and girls of el-jmentary school age as well as to older ones.
Stamp albums are inexpensive and even fen Cent Stores sell packets of
stamps. The teacher should encourage this collecting, both because it
keeps children occupied in their leisure time and because much history and
geography may be learned.
Foreign stamps are being featured just now in stores and in the
newspapers. Almost every picture on a stamp represents a Uian whom a coun-
j
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try wishes to honor, some famous building or some industry of the country.
Children enjoy learning about these people and places because the starrips
belong to them and they seem to take a personal interest. As the countries
of IDurope are disappearing one by one, Poland, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and
others, the stairips become valuable to their owners, not in money value but
in interest.
For this present study I wish especially to speak of the United
States stajTips that have historic significance and how they may be used to
make pupils aware of men and events that contributed to the making of oxn*
country.
People have been featured raore than any other one thing on United
States stamps. Some of these may be familiar to sixth grade pupils and
some may not. An interested teacher can encourage pupils to know at least
on thing about each man.
In 1893 was issued the Columbian set of stamps, cofl-imemorating
Columbus’ discovery of America. There were ten stamps in the series and
each bears a picture of some phase of his preparation, actual trip or land-
ing. Now that the gcvernment allovvs the stamp books to actually picture
United States stamps these ten pictures are interesting even if the stamps
were not obtained. In 1904 the Louisiana Purchase set appeared. An in-
teresting one of this set pictured a map of the United States with the area
of the purchase colored darker than the rest of the country. In 1907 the
300th anniversary of the settlement of Jamestown was celebrated by the
issue of three stamps picturing John Smith, Pocohontas and the Founding of
Jamestown. In 1920 our own State was honored by a set of three showing
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the Mayflower, the Landing of the Pilgrims and Signing the Compact. These
illustrations are sufficient to make my points that much Arrxerican history
can be learned as one collects and studies stamps.
We have honored some foreign men on our stamps. Yon Stueben,
Pulaski and Kosiuski are all on our stamps. One starap of 1931 shows
Washington in the center and Lochanibeau and DeGrasse, two i-renchmen who
helped us, on either side. This seemed to have given an idea to Poland
and she issued a stanip mth Washington, Pulaski and Kosiuski on it. So
some very pleasant stories of international friendship come to light when
stamps are studied. Up to that tme no country had so honored an ilmerican
but since then Ecuador in South iunerica has done the same. In 1938 we
honored the Swedes and Finns for their settlement of Delaware.
In 1940 were issued seven sets of five each of United States
stamps honoring famous Americans who have contributed to our happiness and
culture. The seven sets are Writers, Poets, Scientists, Educators, Artists
Musicians and Inventors. These offer a fine opportunity for teachers to
encourage pupils to find out why these peace-time heroes and heroines were
so honored.
In 1936 the Post Office Department at Washington issued a bullet ir
(twenty-five cents) called: A Description of United States Postage Stamps .
This contains pictures of all stamps issued up that time and much valuable
historical information about them.
.
Another phase of this stamp study which is informative is the
place where each stamp is first issued. Some town or city in the country
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where else in the country. The city or town chosen has something signifi-
cant to do with the person or event being corijiriemorated. lor example: The




As one goes deeper into stamp collecting one finds a very pleasant
hobby as well as one which teaches much United States history.
Miscellaneous Material for Pupils and Teachers
1. Governor's Proclamations . Every year the Governor of Massa-
chusetts issues proclamations in memory of events which happened in the
history of our State and country and for respect to different people. The
paragraph about the person or event usually tells a few reasons why the
proclamation is issued. If these are posted on a bulletin board and atten-
tion called to it some pupils will be interested enough to look up further
about the person or event. I think none of these should be allowed to go
by without some class discussion about them. Either the proclairiation it-
self or some pupil’s record of it should be entered in the class book of
worthwhile material which conies up from day to day. I think such a record
book is invaluable for any class.
2. Calendars - on which birthdays or events are recorded with the
dates are very interesting. Some how pupils feel that if a person or an
event is mentioned on a calendar, which isn’t real school material, it
must be important. Some calendars have only a few birthdays or events
mentioned each month but I have seem some where an historical event had
been fo\ind for everyday. Of course all of this will not be remembered but
if the most important ones are stressed and made interesting and vital
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enough much of it will he kept in mind by the children.
3. Many advertising companies from time to tme issue illustra-
tive material. During the last five years three oil companies, Sinclair,
Amoco and Tydol have issued stanip hooks and a set of three or five stamps
each week. One set was pictures of all the presidents; another was pre-
historic monsters that once roamed our land; another was histories houses
and monunients; and the last was of the different types of airplanes with
some mention of people who helped in the perfecting of them. Teachers and
pupils both should he interested in collecting any of this free material.
4. Large and small reproductions of fainous paintings, the artists,
other famous people, historical houses and other landmarks are available
at moderate prices from any picture printing concern like the Perry Picture
Company in Malden. Both colored and halck and white reproductions are a-
vailahle in the small size for one or two cents each. These are very
satisfactory and give an inexpensive illustration for a story or a note-
book or a time line. These are available also for the famous masterpieces
which are a part of our cultural heritage from the Old World. These with
a short account of the artist or the subject portrayed form a permanent
record for future interest and reference.
5. The Metropolitan Opera Company have written in condensed and
simple form the story of several of the famous operas whose stories and
music we enjoy and which children should learn. The illustrations in the
books are in color and are exact reproductions of the stage settings when
the operas are actually given. These are not available at fifty cents for
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and good in music which we all want for our pupils.
6, In one classroom with which I am familiar a very interesting
study of the development of our flag has been going on in connection with
the westward expansion of our comtry. As a border across one side of the
room small flags on sriiall sticks were fastened to the top of the black-
board. During the exploration period the flags of the ^iluropean nations
involved were grouped together. Then as our country emerged the different
flags adopted for our use were put up. Finally the stars and stripes was
decided upon but there were several variations before our present flag was
adopted. These small silk flags can be purchased very reasonably at
Hanimett’s and probably at other supply stores. If the desired flag cannot
be obtained, one the size of the others made of paper and colored is en-
tirely satisfactory. In fact all the flags could be made.
7. The observation of holidays during the year offers an oppor-
tunity for the discussion of the historical significance of each day. One
Junior High School principal with whom I am familiar asks entering seventh
grade pupils to write from memoxy the fiteen holidays of the school year
and tell for what each date is significant, //hile this memory work may not
always be insisted upon the knowledge about the holidays is valuable for
young children to know.
8. Teaching Conservation in Elementary Schools is a Bulletin




9. Publications of the Educational Policies Commission are help-
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National Defense News Letter. The one issued April 9, 1941, stressed Pan-
Americanism. This Commission has now published a set of six pamphlets
which sell for one dollar a set. The titles of the six are: Our Democracy,
How May v/e Defend Democracy, Suggestions for Teaching American History in
the Present Emergency, The Schools, an Arsenal of Democracy, How You Gan
Strengthen Democracy, and Documents of Democracy.
10. The Oregon Trail Memorial Association, Inc., 1775 Broadway,
New York City, is issuing Americanism Through Activities. The well illus-
trated booklet centers attention upon historical efforts of Americans in
reducing a wilderness to civilization. This is an outgrowth of the Covered
(7agon Centennial of 1920.
11. The Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, New York City, announces that single copies of its large colored
poster entitled "A Creed of Democracy" may be obtained free of charge on
application. The bureau recommends the poster for use above the sixth
grade in classroom activities which are planned to make clear the meanings
of deDjDcracy. However, I think sixth grade pupils at least the brighter
ones, will catch the significance of the poster’s message.
12. To the recent purchasers of the Childcraft books, mentioned
in the section under Short Stories of this list of materials, a monthly
bulletin is sent. Some worthwhile present-day invention or project is des-
cribed and pictures of it are given. A list of stories and poems appropri-
ate for the month are suggested. The famous birthdays of the month are
also given. Some of the persons mentioned will not be faniiliar to child-
ren and to find out about each will be a worthwhile activity.
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13. The World Book CoiTipany also issues a monthly bulletin to sup-
plement their encyclopedias. This is on the same plan as the Ghildcraft
bulletin but there is usually a theme chosen for each month and all the
material centers around it. A recent monthly theme was"Peace as a World
Ideal.
"
The World Book Company also is3ues”Unit Teaching Materials” from
which helpful suggestions come. Three significant units in this connection
are Holidays and festivals, Colonial Life in America and Our Government and
its Capital City.
14. Scott Loresman and Company issue each month a four-page circu-
lar called ”The Supervisor’s Notebook.” This is punched and fits the
ordinary notebook cover. The title of the one for April, 1941, will give
an idea of their nature. This one was called, ”How Can the Schools Educate
for Democracy?” Some concrete suggestions for supervisors and teachers
were given. Recent books, other than those published by their own company
are given. This bulletin is free to any principal upon request to be put
on the mailing list of the company.
15. The Grade Teacher, May 1941, page 16.
The Meaning of Democracy - this material is intended
for intermediate and grairjnar grades.
The Grade Teacher, February, 1941
Our First Flag - (Six outlines to color and make.)
Picture and poem of the flag and the eagle.
Play - Lincoln’s Best Friend
The Grade Teacher, April, 1941
Democracy and Education (page 16). This article
is by Thomas H. Briggs of Columbia and aims
to teach pupils to appreciate democracy.
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16. Journal of the N. E. A. for November, 1940
Dramatization of America, the Beautiful.
This is written for fifth and sixth grade children
to v/ork for greater appreciation of our country
and of the contributions of labor, industry,
science and invention.
17. The material published by the Pan American Union, ?/ashington,
D. C.
,
is interesting and helpful. The play, ’’Christ of the Andes” is well
planned for production by sixth grade pupils with the equipment available
in an ordinary school building. "The Flags and Coats-of-Arms” is another
valuable pamphlet.
18. Childhood Education, April, 1941. (Journal of the Association
for Childhood Education)
’’Love Thy Neighbor.” This article aims to help children
understand and appreciate others.
’’Measuring Democratic and Undemocratic Behavior.” This
article shows primary teachers how to evaluate a
young child’s behavior in respect to democratic
principles.
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In this study of Civic Instruction, its needs and its dangers, I
have tried to stress some points more strongly than others. These special
items I 7;ould like to review so that they may be the last thought to stay
in one» s mind.
In the first place we must keep in mind the peculiar dangers that
are besetting us just nov-'. These are dangers which have never before come
our way; they are dangers from within as well as from without. That our
people are not aware of the seriousness of the trouble seems apparent and
it is this ignorance that is our duty to combat. We must teach our pupils
the ways of democracy and of our freedom and liberty. They must understand
it so that they can appreciate it and be determined that it shall always be
preserved here. We in the elementary schools can lay the foundation for
future and further teaching of democratic ideals in the upper schools. We
cannot neglect this task or the teachers after us vail be handicapped.
Perhaps in the elementary schools we can do more to arouse an en-
thusiasm for America, its flag and its possibilities than the teachers of
any other grades. Our children are more enthusiastic in their younger
years than they are when they become more self-conscious. Our children are
not embarrassed if others see them flushed v.-ith emotion. The teaching can
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spirit whictL will make them eager to stand up for the ideals of their great
country. This enthusiasm must come from the material and from the teacher.
Of these two factors just mentioned I think the teacher is the
more important. As adults we knov; we are often fascinated by a personal-
ity, an enthusiasm, a manner. Sometimes we may not be able to know quite
w'hat it is and sometimes vie may entirely forget what this person’s message
was. But vre felt alive and eager to go out and accomplish great things.
So if a teacher is alive with her owui patriotism and eager to impart it to
her pupils, they are sure to catch some of the fire. This same teacher
will search for worthwhile material to use with her class and she wull be
sure to find it out of the wealth that is available.
May I say just a word about this material? I have just said that
there is much of it available. I might qualify that statement by saying
that much of this must be made over into a more vitalized story. A mere
recital of historical facts in chronological order and with the dates at-
tached is not apt to be very vital to an intermediate grade child. He is
apt to think it is something to be learned and be done with as quickly as
possible. If this is the attitude created our goal of a helpful partici-
pating citizen vull not be reached. So the enthusiastic teacher, knowing;
the m.aterial at hand and the scope that must be covered, v'ill select, adapt
and make over until she has the stories, plays and handwork that will be
interesting and at the same time worthwhile.
Our pupils are citizens of our country now. This often makes a
great impression on some children. Citizenship should be made vital to
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are just as necessary as the adult responsibilities that they must assume
later. These duties have to do vdth attitudes that they acquire. To say
that three or four qualities are more important than any others of a large
number is very hard. The ones which I consider most important might not
be the ones my neighbor would choose. But if a child, a potential citizen,
has an enthusiastic pride in the cultural, political and educational herit-
age passed dov-n to him and if he is determined to add his bit to keeping
this heritage intact he has gone a long way on the road toward useful and
valuable citizenship. If he is broad-minded and wdlling to appreciate tal-
ent, ability and character wherever he finds them, he will be friendly and
cooperative wdth his neighbors, tolerant of their differences in opinion
and action and desirous that they as well as he shall receive the benefits
of a peaceful, happy and progressive country.
^ur country has been called a lav/less nation, perhaps more lawless
than other civilized ones. This is due to a lack of teaching somewhere
in the home, the church or the school. So respect for law and order is a
very necessary quality to instill in our youth. This respect is really
shovdng consideration, courtesy and kindness for the rights of others. Our
lav/ enforcement agencies are only necessary because certain persons in our
midst cannot live peaceably and considerately and safely with others. The
youth of today must be taught the rules of fair play so that all may live,
work and play happily vdth their neighbors. The principle of the Golden
Rule is still a good one to follov/.
'"ithout religion no people can ever be very great. Our country
was founded on religious principles; indeed several of our original colonies
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were havens of refuge for those v:ho w^ere religiously unhappy. We must not
let this part of our heritage die out. This respect for religion is
taught by tolerance and reverence shown at chance moments and not by direct
teaching. It is not a holding to a religious denominational teaching but s
respect for a powder higher than that of men, a powrer that must be the guid-
ing star for any civilization that is to last.
Habits and standards of work must be so taught to children that
one’s best is all that is ever done. We must fight the tendency of just
"getting by*', that habit which makes a pupil content if he just passes in
his work. The child with large talents should see that he owes more to
the Tvorld than the child v'ith only a few abilities. The w'orld has plenty
of moderately good, half-hearted individuals; it never has had enough
leaders or pioneers into the new realms of life.
Finally, I wrant to appeal for the spirit of true patriotism, that
feeling that thrills one v/hen the i la? passes or the national anthem is
sur^. Such fervor is referred to in the follow;ing quotations.
"Above all, we must stand shoulder to shoulder
for the honor and greatness of our country."
Theodore Roosevelt
"There are no days of special patriotism. There
are no days when you should be more patriotic than on
other days. I ask you to wear everyday in your hearts
the spirit of the Flag of the Union."
Woodrow Wilson
"Honor the Flag; fight for it; pray for it; die
for it. It stands for your Country, your ancestors,
yourself and your posterity."
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So citizens of our country are all who are alive in our land. We
are the ones who hold the future in our hands. We should so stLTiUlate
and guide our pupils that they will feel that it matters not how unimport-
ant what they do may seem, if it serves a useful piorpose and if it is done
in the best vray possible. Anyone is doing his bit towrard making his
Country’s Flag great and toward upholding its glory if his best effort al-
ways goes into his work.
Such are the opportunities of the teacher of civic^values today!
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